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Solid Waste Management

Making our environment a better place

Public Works: Creating a Lasting Impression
National Public Works Week, May 20-26, 2012

Inspiration comes from many places in our lives. In public works, inspiration is all around us.
This year, as the Golden Gate Bridge celebrates its 75th anniversary, we celebrate the inspiration
and lasting impression it has provided to many generations.
Since 1960, APWA has sponsored National Public Works Week.
Across the nation, our more than 28,000 members use this
week to energize and educate the public on the importance of
the contribution of public works to their daily lives: planning,
building, managing and operating the heart of our local
communities and building the quality of life.
APWA has selected “Public Works: Creating a Lasting
Impression” as its theme for 2012’s National Public Works
Week, which will be celebrated May 20-26. The theme speaks
to the never-ending effort of public works professionals to use
sustainable solutions to bring their communities the highest
possible quality of life within a framework of environmental,
social, and economic responsibility.

JOIN US IN CELEBRATION!
This year’s poster is a watercolor scene representing our theme
“Public Works: Creating a Lasting Impression” by Robert Gantt
Steele.
Robert prefers to paint from life. He has developed his artistic
skills through constant observation and by studying the
masters. He has illustrated for musicals such as Showboat on
Broadway, for magazines such as Smithsonian and for book
covers, children’s books and exhibitions.
Robert lives with his wife and two children in Larkspur,
California.

WWW.APWA.NET/NPWW
American Public Works Association
Proudly sponsoring National Public Works Week since 1960
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Sustainable practices begin
at the trash can
Diane Linderman, P.E., PWLF
APWA President

t has been said that you can learn
a lot about what is important in
a person’s life by looking at their
checkbook ledger, or perhaps
nowadays, their credit card statement.
The same is true for a person’s
commitment to sustainability, except
perhaps there we need to look inside
that person’s trash can.
According to EPA data, in 2009
Americans threw out roughly 243
million tons of trash, or about 4.34
pounds of garbage per person per
day. After recycling, composting and
incineration, about 132 million tons
ended up in landfills that year.
The solid waste industry is changing.
As public works leaders, merging
the changes of the solid waste
industry with sustainable goals is
challenging. Cities and counties that
were once considering new landfills
or incinerators are now looking at
how to deal with waste with neither.
San Francisco, a city that is presently
keeping 77% of its waste out of
landfills, has a Zero Waste goal by the
year 2020. Seattle, which is diverting
54% of its waste, hopes to reach 70%
diversion by 2022.
Organics continue to comprise nearly
40% of our residual waste going to
landfills. Organics are comprised of
napkins, cardboard, wood, food waste,
etc., all of which when composted
create a useful product which can be
placed back into our environment,
whether on a farm field or on our
flower and shrub beds around
our houses. Now, isn’t that what
sustainability is all about?
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How we collect waste continues
to change as well, whether it is
the type of vehicle we use, or how
it is powered. Of all public works
equipment on the market, refuse
trucks continue to be the largest
users of fuel, simply because
they are running eight to nine
hours a day, five to seven days a
week. Many communities have
looked at reducing their carbon
footprint by repowering refuse
equipment with alternative fuel
engines, be it liquid propane
or compressed natural gas.
Additionally, trucks with split
bodies, permitting collectors to
separate various materials into
different compartments, are now
being used which means fewer
trucks on the road.
Of course, cities and counties
can pass ordinances requiring
residents and businesses to
recycle, but they cannot
control the behavior of citizens.
Education and citizen buy-in are
major components to the Zero
Waste initiatives. That will take
time. But we as public works
officials must take the first steps
to begin that process. If we never
start the education process, buyin and citizen behavior will never
change. Austin, Tex., is presently
in the process of finalizing their
Zero Waste Plan and created an
outreach campaign “Dare to
Go Zero” which aired on the
city’s public-access channel. The
“Biggest Loser”-style program
challenged four families to reduce
their waste by 90% over a fiveweek period.
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Placing citizens on a “waste can”
diet can also be effective. In many
communities, a “pay-as-you-throw”
system has been implemented, which
encourages citizens to reduce, reuse
and recycle. The less residual waste
placed at the curb for collection, the
less money residents pay for garbage
collection.
Incineration and landfills can have
their positive sides, however. Through
incineration, some communities
are harvesting the heat to produce
energy, using much cleaner methods
than were used 30 years ago. In
Seattle, anaerobic digestion is being
investigated for use in their compost
operation to create methane, which in
turn is used to produce energy.

To some experts, the only way for
society to get to Zero Waste is by
working with manufacturers to reduce
and rework packaging. Once organics,
paper, metals and plastics are removed
from the trash stream, traditionally all
that remains is packaging materials.
As public works professionals, we need
to work with manufacturers to rethink
how we package materials.
The final step in the sustainable
system is being a consumer of
recyclable products and materials,
from the park benches constructed
from recycled plastics, to carpets
created from plastic bottles, to
buying recycled papers, to purchasing
compostable coffee cups, plates
and silverware. By purchasing these

materials, we are closing the loop
and being sustainable.
When it comes to solid waste, the
American Public Works Association
can do as the old Lee Iacocca Chrysler
commercials—we can either “lead,
follow, or get out of the way.” I would
challenge our membership and
communities to be leaders. Let’s help
our communities build sustainable
systems. Let’s go on a trash diet. Let’s
push toward Zero Waste. If not for us,
let’s do it for our children. Let’s leave
our planet in better shape than what
we inherited.

Follow President Linderman’s blog at
http://apwapresident.wordpress.com.

“If we cannot end now our differences,
at least we can help make the world safe
for diversity.” — John F. Kennedy
“Ultimately, America’s answer to the
intolerant man is diversity, the very diversity
which our heritage of religious freedom
has inspired.” — Robert F. Kennedy
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National Strategy for Electronics Stewardship:
A new approach to electronic waste management
Julia Anastasio
Director of Sustainability
American Public Works Association
Washington, D.C.

s our lives become more
dependent on electronic
devices such as smart
phones, computers and GPS
navigation devices, the challenges
of dealing with this waste stream are
growing. E-waste poses numerous
challenges for solid waste managers
as they work to protect human
health and the environment from
the improper disposal of used
electronic products. The production,
recycling and disposal challenge
posed by these devices requires a new
strategy for electronic stewardship.
In an effort to accelerate innovation
in the e-waste management field, the
Interagency Task Force on Electronic
Stewardship (Task Force) developed
the National Strategy for Electronics
Stewardship (National Strategy).
The Task Force was established
in 2010 on America Recycles
Day and is led by the Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ), the
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) and the Government Services
Administration (GSA). The National
Strategy details the Task Force’s
plan for the federal government
to enhance the management of
electronics throughout the product

life cycle—from the design to the
eventual recycling or disposal
of a product. This new plan will
lay the groundwork for industry,
stakeholders and governments to
improve the design of electronic
products and enhance the
management of used or discarded
devices. Better management
of electronics throughout the
product’s life cycle—from design,
manufacturing, use, reuse, recycling,
recovery and disposal—is an
opportunity to prevent pollution,
conserve resources, save money, and
create jobs.
The National Strategy details
the federal government’s plans
to accelerate and enhance the
management of electronics
throughout the product life cycle.
The National Strategy provides
four overarching goals with action
items identified under each goal
and identifies potential projects for
implementing each action item. The
four goals of the National Strategy for
improving the product life cycle of
electronic devices are:
1.

Build Incentives for Design
of Greener Electronics, and
Enhance Science, Research and

Technology Development in the
United States;
2.

Ensure that the Federal
Government Leads by Example;

3.

Increase Safe and Effective
Management and Handling of
Used Electronics in the United
States; and

4.

Reduce Harm from U.S. Exports
of E-Waste and Improving Safe
Handling of Used Electronics in
Developing Countries.

Each of the goals in the National
Strategy is followed by a series
of action items designed to meet
the overall goal. For instance, to
further goal one, the National
Strategy identifies promoting
scientific research and technological
developments to recover valuable
materials from devices and promote
consumer purchasing of green
electronics that are certified as
meeting strong environmental
performance criteria that address
environmental impacts across the
entire life cycle of a product. To
achieve goal two, the Task Force
has committed to establishing a
comprehensive, government-wide
policy on used federal electronics
that maximizes reuse, clears data

“Fundamentally, sustainable development is a
notion of discipline. It means humanity must ensure
that meeting present needs does not compromise the
ability of future generations to meet their needs.”
– Dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland, former
Director-General of the World Health
Organization
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and information stored on used
equipment and ensures that all
disposed of federal electronics are
processed by certified recyclers. The
Task Force also pledged to more
efficiently direct federal government
spending on electronics toward
green products through procurement
policy changes. In furtherance of
goal three, the National Strategy
commits to providing guidance
for e-waste disposal and recycling
handlers on health and safety
standards. The National Strategy
also identifies the importance of
developing new approaches to gather,
track and provide public access to
information on used electronic
devices. Finally, to achieve goal four,
the federal government will work
to incentivize and promote the safe
handling of e-waste domestically and
abroad and will provide technical
assistance and establish partnerships
with developing countries to better
manage e-waste.
The National Strategy is available
online and includes an online
annex of benchmarks that list each
project, the agency with primary
responsibility for the project,
supporting agencies, and target
dates for completion. The projects
identified in the National Strategy are
varied in terms of their complexity
and ease of implementation. For
instance, under goal one, the GSA
and the EPA are building on existing
efforts to develop guidance for
selecting environmental standards
and eco-labels in federal procurement
policy. This guidance will also
identify any additional standards and
eco-labels to include in expanded
green electronics certification
programs. GSA is also revising the
Federal Electronics Stewardship Policy,
relevant sections of the Federal
Management Regulations and Federal
Acquisition Regulations, and relevant
guidance documents to reflect a
more comprehensive electronics

management policy. These changes
will building on existing federal
programs and clearly define what
federal agencies must do to comply
with various electronic stewardship
policies and requirements. The list
of benchmarks will continuously be
updated to reflect progress made on
implementing the National Strategy.
The National Strategy identifies the
steps the federal government will take
to improve the sustainable handling
of electronic devices from cradle to
grave. Several of the goals, actions
and projects outlined in the National
Strategy could easily be modified
and adopted by public works
departments as well. For instance,
a green procurement policy is an
easy and effective step to improving
electronic stewardship or developing
a comprehensive policy on used
electronics that maximizes reuse,
clears data and information stored

on used equipment, and ensures
that all disposed-of electronics are
processed by certified recyclers. Such
changes at the local level will not
only lead to local benefits such as
pollution reduction, money saved
and job creation, but will enhance
the efforts of the federal government.
Successful implementation of the
goals and action items outlined in the
National Strategy will lead to more
sustainable electronics stewardship
and management thereby reducing
pollution, protecting and conserving
resources, saving money and creating
jobs.
To learn more about the National
Strategy visit www.fedcenter.gov and
search for The National Strategy for
Electronic Stewardship.

Julia Anastasio can be reached at (202)
218-6750 or janastasio@apwa.net.

innovative Buildings.
Legendary Service.

Legacy BuiLDing SoLuTionS is leading the future of the tension fabric building
industry with a new rigid frame engineering design.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rigid steel frame structure with clear span capabilities to over 300’ wide
Design-Build focus - completely customizable
Hot-dip galvanized frame
Straight sidewall design allows maximum usable floor space
Translucent roof provides natural light reducing energy costs
Reduced construction time
Professional installation & service crews

877-259-1528

www.LegacyBuildingSolutions.com
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Solid Waste Management Committee:
Focusing on things coming down the pipeline
Courtney Thompson, MBA
Professional Development Program Manager
American Public Works Association
Kansas City, Missouri

hen I was employed
by APWA six years
ago, I was introduced
to the solid waste
management industry. In my naiveté,
my eyebrows immediately raised
and I’m sure I had the most puzzled
look upon my face. Non-public
works individuals sometimes hear
the term “solid waste” and not once
think of the billion dollar trash and
recycling industry. The Solid Waste
Management Committee (SWMC)
takes this opportunity to educate
those in the public works industry on

the many things that come down the
pipeline…solid waste management
pun intended.

New APWA staff

the United States Department of
Agriculture. Since 1995, he has
been an adjunct professor in the
graduate program at the Walker
School of Business and Technology
at Webster University, St. Louis.
These classes were developed
and delivered in the Information
Technology Management and
M.B.A. curriculum and specific to
IT, systems analysis and design,
telecommunications management
and project management. Mark has a
bachelor’s degree from the University
of Kansas and a M.B.A. degree from
Baker University (Kansas).

Mark
Leinwetter
has joined
APWA as
the IT Lead
Development
Manager,
responsible
for Web
applications
development,
project
management,
IT web infrastructure, and web
processes. He will be working with
all areas of APWA to ensure business
and technology are planned and
synchronized.
Mark has worked in the IT industry
for more than 20 years, serving in
various technical and business roles
primarily at Sprint headquarters.
He has also consulted for HP and
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According to the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), in 2010
Americans generated more than 250
million tons of trash and recycled and
composted nearly 85 million tons of
the same material. On average that is
1.51 pounds of recycled compost out
of the individual waste production
of 4.43 pounds per day. With the
U.S. steadily producing more trash,
the numbers for 2011 will surely be

Mark’s interests outside of work
and academia include community
service, reading (especially WW2
history), music, wellness and fitness,
and spending time with his wife,
two children (18 and 22 years old)
and other family and friends. He has
coached youth basketball in the past,
and is an avid professional, college
and high school basketball fan.

higher. According to Mark Whitfield,
the SWMC chair, one of the major
focuses of public works officials in
the upcoming years is that of making
our communities sustainable. Waste
management is at the forefront of
environmental sustainability. What
we as a society discard says much
about how sustainable we are. And
much of what we throw away is, in
fact, recyclable. The management
of solid waste focus in communities
is shifting from incinerating and
landfilling, to that of become a
zero waste society. Recycling efforts
are now going beyond that of the
traditional items of glass, aluminum,
and newspaper, to that of corrugated
cardboard, yard and green waste,
and even food waste. While zero
waste is a lofty goal, it is one that is
achievable. But it will take significant
commitment and education to get
there. And that will be one of the
major issues the committee will be
addressing in the upcoming year.
The mission of the SWMC is to
serve as a center of expertise on
solid waste issues for APWA. This
involves developing and promoting
environmentally sound, cost-effective
and efficient solid waste management
policies and programs by reviewing
the latest technologies, practices,
regulations and legislation in the
field and providing opportunities
to exchange information. The
2011–2012 members of the SWMC
committee—Mark Whitfield, PLS,
Chair, Director of Public Works,
State College, PA; Samantha Best,
Landfill Superintendent, Brazos
Valley Solid Waste Management

Agency, Anderson, TX; Michael
Fraser, Director of Public Works, City
of Salina, KS; Charles Jones, P.E.,
Director of Public Works, City of
Reading, PA; Jason Marcotte, MPA,
Nottingham, NH; John Trujillo,
Assistant Director of Public Works,
City of Phoenix, AZ; and Daryl
Grigsby, Board Liaison, Public Works
Director, City of Pomona, CA—are
doing just that.
This year the committee will have
their spring meeting at the Twin Oaks
Landfill in Anderson, TX. The facility
is the first landfill in the United
States to receive the Leadership in
Energy and Environment Design
(LEED) certification from the U.S.
Green Building Council for all onsite
infrastructures. From selecting local
building supply vendors to recycling
water used in landfill facilities,
sustainability was considered in
each step of the design process. The
Solid Waste Management Committee
would like to learn about cuttingedge technology used in building
the landfill as well as the technology
used in the landfill and share this
information with APWA members.
Additionally, the Solid Waste
Management Committee’s meeting
is being held in conjunction with
the Texas – Southeast Branch
Chapter’s meeting in Anderson,
TX. In supporting the APWA
Board of Directors Strategic Plan
of strengthening and supporting
APWA chapters, the committee will
work with the Southeast Branch to
identify ways to engage and support
their members in educating their
population on ways to reduce, reuse
and recycle, as well as manage their
own materials more efficiently. The
committee is looking forward to
identifying ways to collaborate with
the chapter.

Last month, the committee revamped
its entire website (http://www.apwa.
net/technical_committees/Solid-

ALL SEASON Spreader
and Conveyor Encapsulant
Apply once to encapsulate and
seal — you're all set for summer storage!
Blocks the rusting process —
Impervious to even the most torrential rains.
Keep moisture, oxygen and salt away!
Environmentally responsible —
Will not wash off and contaminate the soil.
Easy, one-step application process — Protect in just
minutes! Trusted by over 40 State Departments of Transportation.

Salt & Chloride Neutralizer
Removes white salt residue left behind
from pressure washing with detergents
TM
— use NEUTRO-WASH before
applying LUBRA-SEAL®.
Put a STOP to corrosion corruption and
expensive repairs — enjoy more efficient
equipment that works harder, lasts longer
and looks better.
Save thousands of dollars simply by
protecting the equipment you already
have in your fleet.

PROTECTION

PRESERVATION

PERFORMANCE

www.rhomar.com
solutions@rhomar.com
Waste-Management). Check it out!
If you need a question answered or
just want to share an interesting idea,
post it on one of APWA’s infoNOW
Communities. If you want to see the
committee’s position on solid waste
issues, click on Position Statements.
Or if you are interested in writing
an article for next year’s Solid Waste

Management issue of the APWA
Reporter, then click on Opportunities
to Participate. There is a wealth
of knowledge on the Solid Waste
Management Committee’s website,
and we hope you visit soon.
Courtney Thompson can be reached at
(816) 595-5221 or cthompson@apwa.net.
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Mirthmaking: It’s a distance thing
Mark Mayfield, CSP, CPAE
Keynote Speaker
APWA North American Snow Conference
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, April 29-May 2, 2012
Editor’s Note: Mark Mayfield is the
Keynote Speaker at the 2012 APWA North
American Snow Conference in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. His General Session
presentation takes place at 3:00 p.m. on
Tuesday, May 1, at the Frontier Airlines
Convention Center. For more information
on the upcoming Snow Conference, see
pages 22-23 in this issue or visit www.
apwa.net/snow.
Dissecting the meaning of mirth is like
dissecting a frog: nobody really enjoys
it and the frog dies. So let’s save a frog
and get to the point.
Mirth is gladness accompanied
with laughter. You gotta have both of
those ingredients for mirth…gladness
AND laughter. If you just have one,
you really have nothing. Imagine
Abbott without Costello, peaches
without cream, or reality shows
without idiots. Break these duos up
and they don’t work. The same goes for
gladness and laughter.
Mirth is important because it
gives you distance and that means
seeing the whole picture. If you see the
whole picture, you see more options,
alternatives, and ideas. And those are
precisely the things that make you a
better problem solver. Here’s another
way to look at it: can you see the
third perspective? People who see the
third perspective, which is generally
the most creative one, are inevitably
the best problem solvers. Is the glass
half empty or half full? From a mirth
perspective, it’s neither. The glass is too
dang big! Get a smaller glass and it’ll
be full. That’s the mirth perspective,
or the third perspective…you see all
the angles. You can only do that with
distance.
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April 29 - May 2, 2012
Milwaukee, WI

So how does mirth give you distance?
The answer is simple. It opens your
mind. That’s why it enhances your
creativity. That’s why your sense of
humor and your sense of creativity are
virtually the same thing. Creativity
is the Ah-Ha; Humor is the Ha-Ha.
This creativity characteristic is more
important than ever before because
it’s critical to managing change. The
people that survive and thrive through
change are the creative ones. They’re
creating new ideas, products, systems,
and even recreating themselves. Maybe
you can see the sequence now. Mirth
enhances your creativity, which makes
you a better problem solver, because
you’ve created distance and can see the
whole picture.
One way to create distance by making
a little mirth is to occasionally just
lighten up and be a kid. Kids have
open minds with voracious creativity.
One of my best friends has a fouryear-old son who recently asked him,
“Was Humpty Dumpty’s mom a big fat
chicken?” Only a kid would think of
that. Be a kid. You don’t stop playing
because you grow old; you grow old
because you stop playing.

If being a kid is too difficult for you,
I have a more simple solution. In the
morning when you wake, wipe the
sleep from your eyes, then march into
the bathroom and stare at yourself
in the mirror in nothing but your
underwear. After you cry for a while,
keep staring. Eventually, you will
laugh.
There are many beautiful creatures on
this planet, like a white Bengal tiger or
a racing thoroughbred, but you and I
in our underwear do not fit into the

beautiful category. If you don’t believe
that we are funny looking creatures,
why is my spare hair on my back?
What am I saying? I’m saying that you
need to laugh at yourself occasionally.
A great paradox of human behavior
is that we won’t laugh at ourselves
because we’re afraid it will expose
our imperfections to others, yet we
all know we’re imperfect. That makes
no sense. Laugh at yourself. You are a
wealth of comedic material and you
do laughable stuff all the time; it just
means you’re normal.
Have you ever called someone and
when they answered the phone, you
forgot whom you had called? Sure you
have. Then you have to ask, “Who
is this?” And you hear, “It’s your
mother.” Or how about when you’re
looking for something? While you’re
in the process of looking for it, you
completely forget what you’re looking
for. What do you do then? You just
keep on looking, don’t you? Do you
think you’re just going to bump into
it or something? Or how about when
you get in your car after it’s been
sitting out all day in cold weather?
You know the engine is cold and you
know the heater takes a while to warm
up, but you will still immediately
turn the heater fan on “high.” Now
you’ve got a wind chill factor in the
car. We do goofy stuff all the time and
this is a great way to make mirth…
laugh at yourself. I’ve been watching
people a long time and there’s one
thing I know for sure—we’re all idiots
at times. That’s how I know if you’re
normal. If you do silly stuff…you’re
normal.
So let’s do a brief review.
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Call one of our ClearSpan specialists at 1.866.643.1010 or visit us at www.ClearSpan.com/ADAPWA.
Be a kid.
Stare at yourself in your
underwear.
Pretty simple, huh?
In other words, you can enhance
your creativity by making a little
mirth, which makes you better at
dealing with change.
Look at us, we just saved a frog.
Mark Mayfield is the author of the
popular book Mom’s Rules, a comedic yet
poignant look at those things Mom said to
us as kids, and has been inducted into the
CPA Speaker Hall of Fame by the National
Speakers Association. From comedy shows
to seminars, his philosophy is simple…
say it with humor and people will take
the message home. A national convention
planner recently called Mark “one of the
very few, really funny, inspiring men in
America today.” Visit his website at
www.markmayfield.com.

Your Vote in APWA
Does Count
As an APWA member, you will have
the opportunity to vote for members
of the APWA Board of Directors
between July 6 and August 3, 2012:
•

APWA president-elect;

•

At-large director in the
functional areas of Engineering
& Technology, Environmental
Management, Public Works
Management/Leadership, and
Transportation; and

•

Regions III, IV, VII and IX
Regional Directors (by APWA
members in those respective
regions)

The ballot will be available for online
voting between July 6 and August 3,

2012 on the “Members Only” section
of the APWA website. There will
also be a voting icon on the home
page of our website. If you do not
have access to a computer at home
or work, you may access the APWA
website at your local public library
or other public access points. If you
are not able to vote online, you may
request a paper ballot from Cindy
Long at (800) 848-APWA, ext. 5220.
Additional reminders of the voting
process will be sent through the
infoNOW Communities; via e-mail
to every member for whom we have
an e-mail address; and in future
issues of the APWA Reporter.
If you have questions, please contact
Cindy Long at clong@apwa.net or
(800) 848-APWA (2792), extension
5220.
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So, you want to be a manager…
Mabel Tinjacá, Ph.D., Director of Professional Development,
and Joan Awald, Professional Development Coordinator,
American Public Works Association,
Kansas City, Missouri

n old adage advises us to
give the people what they
want. The APWA Donald C.
Stone Center (DCS Center)
for Leadership Excellence in Public
Works has taken that advice one step
further: we’re giving the people what
they want when they want it.
At Congress in Denver last
September, it was announced that
the Level 2 Public Works Manager
(PWM) program would be officially
launched at the 2012 Congress
this August in Anaheim. However,
in response to what can only be
Recognize Your Leaders
This fourth article in the series of
Recognize Your Leaders is submitted
by Steve Kowalewski, Deputy Director
at Contra Costa County Public Works
Department for the City of Martinez,
California. He is recognizing one of his
Civil Engineers for his understanding
that maintaining satisfaction among
customers and community stakeholders
is crucial for creating a positive influence
in the community and a savings to the
department. Steve can be reached at
skowa@pw.cccounty.us.
For any organization to be successful,
it needs to have the trust and respect
from the public. Customers need to
feel that when dealing with their
community services, they are taken
seriously and their concerns are
addressed.
Rich Shimano has significantly
contributed to the advancement
of engineering and technology
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described as pent-up demand, the
PWM program was fast-tracked to
begin accepting applications last
December. Nearly 60 applications
were received by the January 17
deadline—a strong indicator that
the DCS Center is addressing a
need among those who want to
advance in their public works career
by investing in their professional
development.
The PWM program is the second
level of the Leadership and
Management Career Path. This
designation will show that a
within his division by improving a
major process within the Design/
Construction Division of Contra Costa
County. He converted our traditional
PS&E advertisement process to an
online planroom. He has shown
tremendous effort and hard work to
accomplish this task. He researched on
his own and implemented this new
process of selling our plans and specs
through a third-party vendor that
handles the distribution of copies,
and maintains the planholders list
and issuance of addendums. The
online planroom will provide greater
outreach and access to potential
bidders via the Internet. It will make
our department more “green” by
reducing a significant amount of paper
for plans and specs, and will reduce
our mailing costs by utilizing e-mails
and links to our website.
Rich showed outstanding leadership
and vision as evidenced by employing
progressive techniques in the area of
engineering and technology. He was

candidate has developed the skills
and knowledge for effective middle
management. It is a national
recognition showing that the
candidate has met the requirements
of a rigorous program. Candidates
must have at least eight years of
experience in public works and an
associate’s degree or five years of
experience and a bachelor’s degree.
A special grandfather option is
available until September 2015 that
waives the educational requirements
for applicants with 15 years of
relevant public works experience by
September 2012.
the perfect candidate to manage this
transition to an online planroom due
to his resourcefulness and his desire to
educate others. This task was not well
defined initially and Rich needed to
research vendors and develop a scope
of work that met our department’s
needs. He sought out referrals from
other agencies and worked with
our division managers to get their
input before selecting a vendor. He
did an excellent job explaining and
answering questions from staff about
how the new process worked and
assisted them with advertising their
projects. He was very adaptable and
made improvements to the process
as issues came up or at suggestion by
others.
Rich’s willingness to take on the
ownership of this project and ability
to train others will result in the
department saving thousands of
dollars for every project advertised.
He should be commended for his
leadership on a job well done.

In preparation for the coursework
that will start this month, PWM
candidates created an online account
where they will store all of their
documents and information relating
to their program activities. They
then completed an assessment to
benchmark their current knowledge
of public works; the results
determined a starting point for their
development process.
A key component in all of the
DCS Center programs is one-onone mentoring. Candidates in the
PWM program began selecting their
mentors from an online Mentor
Catalogue this month. From a
detailed listing of 150 Public Works
Leadership Fellows (PWLF), each
PWM candidate was able to find a
mentor whose experience in public
works leadership matched his or
her “wish list” for someone who
would offer guidance and support.
The Mentor-Mentee Agreement,
read and signed by both parties,
outlines the agreed-upon meeting
details and objectives. It also defines
the role of the mentor: helping to
develop and monitor the candidate’s
Professional Development Plan,
sharing organizational insight,
expanding the candidate’s network,
acting as a sounding board,
providing developmental feedback
and any other support needed for
the candidate’s success. Typically, the
mentor and mentee communicate
via telephone calls, e-mail, or Skype
once a week for 30-45 minutes.
Occasional face-to-face meetings
are possible if they are in close
proximity.
Based on the results of their
assessment, candidates will work
with their mentors to create
a Professional Development
Plan (PDP) that serves as the
foundation for their individual
program. A major part of the PDP
will be designing a project that

has a practical application to the
candidate’s agency and is related
to leadership, management,
sustainability, environmental issues,
or infrastructure.
To help candidates stay on track,
they will maintain an online journal
where they will document the
execution of their PDP. Mentors will
have access to their mentee’s journal
and will be able to offer comments
and feedback.

THE ROAD TO ANAHEIM
The 2012 APWA International
Public Works Congress & Exposition
will take place in Anaheim,
California, August 26-29. In each
issue of the APWA Reporter we’ll
highlight one of Anaheim’s unique
attractions. Anaheim is a great city
and our annual conference will be a
terrific show!

Attending an APWA-authorized
institute is a requirement of the
PWM program. Candidates may
complete the 90-hour coursework in
a face-to-face setting at one of several
APWA chapters or enroll in online
courses offered by the University of
Nebraska-Omaha, the Iowa Chapter
and the Florida Chapter. The New
England Chapter recently submitted
their application to become the next
online institute through Norwich
University.
To maintain the PWM credential,
a candidate must continue their
education, training or professional
development activities and accrue 40
CEUs or PDHs or APWA professional
development hours each year.
The APWA DCS Center is pleased
to move forward with the PWM
credentialing program earlier than
anticipated and we look forward to
receiving many more applications
from public works professionals
interested in gaining the experience
and knowledge of working through
the program requirements.
Individuals with these credentials
will certainly continue to contribute
significantly to their organizations
and communities.
Mabel Tinjacá can be reached at (816)
595-5214 or mtinjaca@apwa.net; Joan
Awald can be reached at (816) 5955217 or jawald@apwa.net.

Set on 160 beautiful acres in Buena
Park, Knott’s Berry Farm features six
themed areas—Ghost Town, Fiesta
Village, Indian Trails, Wild Water
Wilderness, The Boardwalk and
Camp Snoopy—that bring to life
the Old West. Knott’s Berry Farm
features over 100 pulse-pounding
rides, kid’s rides, family attractions,
live shows, shopping and dining.
A high-octane family destination,
Knott’s features nine exhilarating
coasters, including Silver Bullet,
Xcelerator and Boomerang, and
exciting thrill rides such as Supreme
Scream and Rip Tide. (Courtesy of
Anaheim/Orange County Visitor &
Convention Bureau)
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Making inclusiveness work
Judith L. Hines
Assistant Director of Public Works
City of Newport News, Virginia
Member, APWA Diversity Committee
In 2004, the City of Newport News
began development of a leadership
program with a facilitated session
on individual and organizational
perspectives on leadership and
change. Using the HPO (High
Performance Organization) model
advocated by the University of
Virginia’s Weldon Cooper Center, a
deliberate drive was made to better
integrate all departmental directives
and establish a shared vision for the
City’s leadership.
Assistant City Managers and
Department Directors participated
in team-building activities to create
cohesion and common purpose.
Activities like the Myers-Briggs Type
indicator were designed to help them
get to know one another. Colleagues
described personal backgrounds,
hobbies, family details and important
life decisions. This process was
important for three reasons:
1.

2.

3.

perspective. Discussions included
cultural, social, and economic changes
that have impacted work performed
throughout organizations, the role
of leadership, management and line
staff, as well as skills required for each
level within organizations.
Participants agreed on several
strategies:
1.

Enable all employees to develop
technical, managerial, leadership
and team skills.

2.

Balance work that produces more
immediate results with work
producing more distant results.

3.

Be mindful of activities that
provide high value and those
that don’t so that we concentrate
resources where they will most
quickly and easily produce desired
outcomes.

4.

Adopt a process for ensuring that
we spend time looking to the
future, planning and anticipating
the impact of emerging issues and
continually improving processes
for effective and efficient service
delivery.

It had never been attempted
before and represented a very
different approach to functioning
as a team.
It was accomplished in a
systematic, methodical way
with assistance of a facilitator
so everyone could participate as
equals.
It occurred over 18 months
to reinforce learning and
demonstrate the level of
commitment required of each
employee.

Management also explored the
world of work from an evolutionary
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5.

Develop a pool of qualified and
committed leaders to ensure the
health and well-being of our
community and create the highest
quality of life for our citizens.

A parallel organization was developed
to work beside upper management.
The Leadership Group was created of
personnel from the City Manager to
employees one step below Directors/
Assistant Directors in the City

hierarchy. The Logistics Team was
established within the Leadership
Group to help steer activities of this
group and other teams.
The Leadership Group built a
framework for transformation
of our organization based upon
quality management principles. This
framework was comprised of a vision,
values, rules of engagement, and
new leadership philosophy for our
Administration. Management worked
with the City Council to develop a
broad vision of the community. This
led to a Strategic Action Plan that
directly spoke to the Council’s vision.
Departments were responsible for
developing specific strategies to
incorporate the HPO model of parallel
structures into their work processes.
This was to facilitate exploration of
emerging issues, allow for input from
all levels of employees, create nonhierarchical teams, build skills, and
allow for visioning and creativity.
The HPO model places high value
on transparency and inclusiveness.
Communicating the HPO philosophy
and process throughout the various
levels of the City organization was
critical to facilitating the desired
organizational cultural shift. In order
to tie the HPO initiative intimately to
the city government, it was dubbed
Workforce Innovation in Newport
News (WINN).
The HPO structure includes project
teams consisting of a cross section
of staff and focusing on issues and/
or concerns identified by employees

and the Leadership Group as having
city-wide significance. Charters for
each team are developed ensuring
that issues are clearly delineated
and outlined. The parallel teams
are charged with finding creative
solutions and recommendations that
have organization-wide impact and
provide city-wide solutions.
Initial project teams included Career
Development, Skilled Workers and
Apprenticeship Programs, Workforce
Issues, Employee Recruitment,
Employee Recognition, Fuel
Conservation, and Trash, Litter and
Debris Removal. Each team had a
sponsor who acted as mentor/advisor
and served as a link with the Logistics
Team. Every team was charged with
organizing itself including self-elected
leadership, doing its own research
and issue exploration, establishing
work schedules for the team and
constructing recommendations and
solutions to take to City management.
Training for teams was a key
component and included introduction
to HPO philosophy, reporting
processes for providing updates
and recommendations, and rules of
engagement. Rules of engagement
ensured that each team member was
heard, was an equal member of the
team, and that minutes and notes
were objective. Sponsors were trained
to provide support but were not
drivers of the team.
In 2007, the Champions Team
was created to include employees
in positions below the level of
those on the Leadership Team. The
primary benefit was a broader base
of commitment for WINN through
involvement of more employees
in the HPO process. Their purpose
was to communicate, promote and
institutionalize the vision and values
of the organization and concepts
and initiatives of WINN throughout
each department by expanding crossdepartmental dialogue, projects and

Utility Director
Janesville, WI
Janesville, WI (63,540), wellregarded Council-Manager community in scenic south-central Wisconsin,
seeks experienced, innovative, and energetic professional to lead its Water &
Wastewater Utilities. Additional information may be found at: http://www.
ci.janesville.wi.us/modules/showdocument.aspx?documentid=1297. EOE
learning opportunities. This Team has
been expanded to include all levels of
employees.
The work of the Career Development
Team resulted in implementation of
a broad training program offering
multiple options for learning.
The Lunch n’ Learn series allows
employees access to overviews on
topics without impacting their work
schedules. The Special Interest series
brings specific skills training teaching
topics such as Spanish. The HR Policy
Training series was designed for all
levels of supervisors and managers
to provide information on HR
procedures, policies and programs.
Pathway to Learning provides
opportunities for learning about our
local government structure, leadership
philosophy, processes used for change,
values under which we operate, and
other leadership topics.
The cornerstone is a leadership
curriculum building on the other
training. The Leadership Development
Academy (LDA) has two progressive
curricula levels. LDA1 gives employees
a strong foundation of knowledge
for more effective leadership.
LDA2 augments knowledge held
by employees with considerable
leadership experience including
graduates of LDA1. LDA2 includes a
practicum so participants use skills
acquired through the academic
portion of the program.
A significant result of WINN has
been development of a shared vision
and a sense of common purpose that

will guide future service delivery.
It has resulted in a high degree of
motivation and empowerment
evidenced by enthusiastic response
for participation on the various
project teams. WINN has fostered
a collaborative environment for
addressing and finding solutions to
issues impacting local government
and services.
Cross departmental partnerships
and teams have helped accomplish
tasks more efficiently. This crosscollaboration has resulted in better
utilization of resources and enhanced
responsiveness to citizens. There has
been a move away from departmental
autonomy and a more open exchange
of information about services and
programs. WINN provides for
active engagement, participation in
the decision-making process, and
willingness to reallocate or realign
resources.
The City of Newport News is
committed to providing its citizens
with the highest quality of services
in the most effective and efficient
manner possible. A key to achieving
this is having a well-trained and
motivated workforce. As a result of
this model, the City is developing
a pool of qualified and committed
leaders ensuring the health and wellbeing of our community and creating
the highest quality of life for our
citizens.
Judith L. Hines can be reached at
(757) 269-2710 or jhines@nngov.com.
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CPWA’s members are important stakeholders
in Canada’s next steps for infrastructure
Darwin Durnie, PWLF
Principal
Stantec Consulting Ltd, Red Deer, Alberta
President, Canadian Public Works Association

hen announced in 2007,
the Building Canada
Plan represented the
largest single federal
commitment to public infrastructure
ever made. It featured a most
significant financial ($33 billion)
and long-term political commitment
(seven years) to federal investment
in infrastructure. Not even the most
energetic critic of the Government
can deny the major impact that this
program has made on infrastructure
projects throughout the Canadian
Provinces.

bridge’s life span has been increased
by another 20 years.

One need not look further than
their own Province to see the
effects of this investment. In my
own Province of Alberta, the major
infrastructure component of the
Building Canada Plan has supported
18 major infrastructure projects.
The communities component of the
Building Canada Plan supported
61 projects since 2007 and the
additional top-up fund on the
communities component allowed 26
more projects.

Perhaps it is statements like Andrew’s
that have given the Government
new impetus to view infrastructure
as more than a community health,
safety, and transportation issue.
Perhaps it was the success of the
accelerated Economic Action Plan
and Infrastructure Stimulus Program
in cushioning Canada from the
worst of the economic woes of
recession experienced in other
countries. Whatever the reason,
when announcing the Budget 2012
plans for infrastructure, it was clear
that the Government had elevated
its view of infrastructure’s role
in creating vibrant societies. It is
evident that the Government views
infrastructure as a major contributor
to the economy, job creation, and to
assuring that Canada leads in global
competitiveness.

The most publicized of these
investments in Alberta are projects
like the 500,000-square-foot
WinSport Canada complex in
Calgary. But, perhaps even more
significant is the investment in
projects that have improved life in
our smaller communities—like a new
water purification and distribution
system for Hinton, AB, a community
of 10,000 residents. Or extending
the life of a bridge in Hardisty, AB—
where engineers now estimate the
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Our CPWA Board Member Andrew
Stevenson from Saskatchewan
summed up the effect on his
Province of Saskatchewan noting,
“The financial commitment in my
province has allowed communities
with longstanding issues and
deficiencies to address those for the
betterment of the residents. That,
in turn, has boosted contractors,
consulting firms, etc., and the
economy.”

A good time for discussing
priorities
Given this background, it is an
especially good time for those of us
with a stake in infrastructure to join

	
  

with others, discuss the issues, and
provide input to the Government as
they plan for the next “Long Term
Infrastructure Plan” for Canada.
CPWA is among other organizations
that have joined a Federation of
Canadian Municipalities (FCM)sponsored Infrastructure Forum (MIF)
to discuss those issues and priorities.
The MIF brings municipal leaders
and association leaders together to
discuss.
For their part, Infrastructure Canada
has made it clear that they will be
asking for input from stakeholders.
As leaders and practitioners, CPWA
members should be ready to provide
that input when they knock on our
door. Already, the Government has
announced plans for this engagement
process which will include:

The Engagement Process
for Developing a Long-Term
Infrastructure Plan (this
shaded text taken directly
from Infrastructure Canada’s
website)
Building for Prosperity: Public
Infrastructure in Canada
The Government of Canada
is engaging its key partners—
provinces, territories, the Federation
of Canadian Municipalities and
other stakeholders—to develop a
long-term infrastructure plan (see
announcement). Building on past
achievements while strengthening
partnerships between all orders of
government, the process will roll out
in three phases:

Phase 1 – Taking Stock (Fall
2011-Winter 2012)
Taking Stock is about working
with our partners to review the
accomplishments and results of
past infrastructure investments. The
Government of Canada will work
together with provincial, territorial
and municipal partners to review
past infrastructure investments and
initiatives and examine their benefits
for communities.
Phase II – Identifying Priorities
(Winter-Summer 2012)
To help ensure all levels of
government have the right
information to make informed
decisions on infrastructure
investments, we will work with
our partners and stakeholders, as
well as with technical experts and
academics, to build knowledge
around five broad themes:
1.

Infrastructure and the Economy

2.

Infrastructure and the
Environment

3.

Infrastructure and Stronger
Communities

4.

Financing Infrastructure

5.

Asset Planning and Sustainability

Phase III – Informing the Next
Agenda (Summer-Fall 2012)
Building on the work of the first two
phases, we will have in-depth and
constructive discussions with our
provincial, territorial and municipal
partners and other key stakeholders.
Together, we will explore the broad
principles and future directions for
public infrastructure in Canada, and
discuss key lessons learned from past
plans and programs that can help
develop the next long-term public
infrastructure plan.
As this engagement process unfolds,
www.infrastructure.gc.ca will feature
regular updates, along with research
publications as they are developed.

Of course, this is all exciting news
for those of us who have a stake in
the long-term plan for infrastructure.
Our input is being courted by
the Government and we have an
opportunity. But, I will caution that
we must craft our messages so they
are best received and heard.
In my November 2011 message to
our membership, I reported that
my instincts tell me that our future
discussions on infrastructure must
be in a constructive vein. The
Government is looking beyond
programs that work towards

addressing the “infrastructure
deficit” towards programs that
will build future capacity in areas
such as employment, productivity,
international competitiveness
and trade. We must frame our
infrastructure needs as opportunities
to move towards a brighter future,
and remind them that infrastructure
is key to Canadian competitiveness.
As always, I welcome any response to
our CPWA efforts and hope that you
will contact me at Darwin.Durnie@
stantec.com with any suggestions
and input you may provide.

THE ROAD TO
PITTSBURGH
The 2012 APWA
Sustainability in Public
Works Conference will
take place in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, June
25-27. In each issue of
the APWA Reporter
we’ll highlight one of
Pittsburgh’s unique
attractions. Pittsburgh
is a great city and the
Sustainability in Public
Works Conference will
be a terrific show!
Take a step back in
time on a century-old
cable car and see the
best views of downtown Pittsburgh while
riding one of the few
remaining inclines in the
country. Opened on May 20, 1877, the Duquesne Incline was rescued and
restored by a group of local residents in 1963 and still delights residents
and visitors with its original, elegant, wooden cable cars. Now you can visit
the interior of the incline and watch the machinery while it operates. The
Duquesne Incline’s upper station houses a museum of Pittsburgh history,
including photos and a storehouse of information on inclines from around
the world. Unusual Pittsburgh souvenirs, maps and photos can be found at
the gift shop. (Courtesy of Jeff Greenberg and VisitPittsburgh)
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Pavement management success
for small communities
Stan Brown, P.E.
City Manager
City of Oakwood, Georgia
COMMUNITIES

Introduction
“Every dollar spent on preventive
maintenance saves $6 to $10 that
would be required to reconstruct…” –
Wayne Shackelford, Georgia DOT
Commissioner (March 31, 1998).
This quote is as timely today as it
was in 1998. Regardless of the size
of the agency or community, a
pavement management program is
a valuable tool for the preservation
and protection of the most critical
element of our transportation
infrastructure—our roads. This
article presents an overview of
pavement management, summarizes
the fundamentals of an effective
program, and includes a case
study highlighting a small city’s
implementation of pavement
management and the results
achieved.

sustaining pavements in a condition
acceptable to the traveling public at
the least life cycle cost” (AASHTO,
1985). With that as a definition, the
purpose of a pavement management
program is “to provide a comprehensive
pavement inventory, assessment, and
life cycle maintenance program that
contributes to a safe, cost-effective
roadway system for our community.”
Goals to consider when establishing
a pavement management program
should include, but not be limited
to, a desired average pavement
condition index, target levels for
percentages of pavements rated as
“Good” or “Very Good,” frequencies
for performing condition inspections
and major maintenance, and annual

funding levels to meet the needs
of this life cycle program. With the
program purpose and goals in place
as a foundation, the cornerstones
for pavement management success
include: (1) inventory, mapping
and assessment, (2) forecasting
model, (3) annual work program
development and implementation,
and (4) performance evaluation and
reporting.

Pavement Management
Fundamentals
Inventory, Mapping and
Assessment. The first step in
managing any asset is to determine
what you have and its condition.
The same holds true for pavement

An Overview
Protecting our pavement investment
requires a comprehensive
maintenance program that extends
pavement life, reduces negative
impacts from the life cycle factors
(such as traffic volumes, traffic
loading, environment, and utility
cuts), and provides the most effective
maintenance and repair methods.
An effective pavement management
program begins with a definition,
purpose statement and goals.
Pavement management as defined
by the American Association of
State Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO) is “…the effective
and efficient directing of the various
activities involved in providing and
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management. This effort begins
with a complete inventory of the
community’s roads including length,
width, number of lanes, functional
classification, beginning and end
points, pavement type and available
construction history. A number of
pavement management software
programs are available in the market
to assist with managing and utilizing
the data gathered. Most also have
the ability to link to geographic
information systems (GIS)—an
extremely useful feature for decision
making and presentations.
After developing the inventory,
the next step is to perform field
inspections to verify physical data
and to identify pavement distresses
such as alligator, block, longitudinal
and transverse cracking; patching
and utility cuts; rutting, shoving,
and depressions; and weathering
and raveling and the severity of
each distress. Field inspection data
collected is then entered into the
software program to determine the
pavement condition index (PCI) and
associated ratings for each roadway
segment. When data input is
complete, the user can query the data
and produce a wide range of reports
on the community’s pavement
conditions.
Forecasting Model. Based on
the data entered, the forecasting
model within the software can be
used to develop various scenarios
for addressing the pavement
maintenance needs. Additional
inputs needed to tailor the model
for a specific community include
selection of maintenance/repair
methods, local cost data, annual
funds available, and program goals/
targets.
Annual Work Program
Development and
Implementation. Using the
scenarios from the software as

a starting point, staff can apply
engineering judgment to develop
and implement an annual pavement
work program that meets the
needs of the community and
achieves the program goals. A
successful work program should be
balanced and focus just as much
on maintaining the conditions of
the good pavements as it does on
reconstructing the poor ones. An
example would be to include cracksealing and/or thin overlays on some
of the “good” roads, while at the
same time, performing mill/patch/
overlay or full depth reclamation
on the “poor” roads. The ultimate
goal is to maintain what is in good
condition and eliminate poor
conditions over the life of the
program.
Performance Evaluation and
Reporting. Evaluating program
performance and reporting the
results on an annual basis are critical
to maintain the commitment of
the elected officials and to build
and earn ongoing support from the

citizens. Performance evaluation
should be both quantitative (facts
and numbers) and qualitative
(photographs and graphics) to
communicate effectively to all
community stakeholders. Although
the means of presentation should be
tailored to the specific community,
common methods include City
Council updates, website and social
media postings, and community
newsletters. Key measures to track,
evaluate and report include progress
toward achieving program goals
and condition rating targets. If the
program is not producing the desired
outcomes, staff can use the results to
make adjustments as needed.
City of Oakwood Case Study Putting Theory into Practice
In 2006, the City of Oakwood,
Georgia, a growing community
northeast of Metro Atlanta with
a population of 3,970, made the
decision to move forward with a
pavement management program.
Following the above principles
and fundamentals, the City began
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•

2.6% increase of pavements
reaching “Good” or “Very Good”
condition

•

23% reduction of pavements
rated “Poor” or “Very Poor”

Based on the results thus far, the City
remains committed to the program
and expects the positive trends to
continue.

Conclusion

Resurfaced residential street – Oakwood 2011 Pavement Management Project

with the inventory, mapping, and
assessment phase. After a thorough
review of available pavement
management software, the City
selected StreetSaver as its data
management tool. StreetSaver,
developed and supported by the
California Bay Area Metropolitan
Transportation Commission (MTC),
is a web-based, easy-to-use program,
with a reasonable cost and long
track record of performance. After
entering all available written records
and completing a field assessment,
the City determined it had 19 miles
of roads in its inventory, with a
replacement value of $11.4 million,
and that 90% of all pavements had a
condition rating of “Good” or “Very
Good” (see 2007 Conditions Summary
Chart on p. 16). The overall PCI was
78 (on a scale of 1 to 100).
Using the StreetSaver forecasting
model, the City established the
following goals to set the direction
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for its life cycle maintenance
program:
•

Achieve an overall PCI of 80 or
above

•

Achieve and maintain a
condition rating of “Good”
or “Very Good” on 90% of all
pavements

•

Perform major maintenance on
approximately 1.25 roadway
miles each year (results in a 15year life cycle overall)

•

Commit to an ongoing annual
budget of $200K

After five years of commitment to
the program, the City has exceeded
its goals and reports the following
results (see 2011 Conditions Summary
Chart on p. 17).
•

Overall PCI of 81

•

92.3% of pavements are rated
“Good” or “Very Good”

Pavement management is a not
a quick-fix solution to pavement
problems, but instead is a long-term,
life cycle program. The keys to a
successful pavement management
program include: (1) establishing
program purpose and goals; (2)
commitment to ongoing, life cycle
maintenance; (3) designation of
a sound, reliable funding source;
(4) selection/use of an effective
pavement management software;
and (5) continuous monitoring and
reporting of program results. With
perseverance and consistency, an
effective pavement management
program results in strong stewardship
of public funds and the protection
of the investment in our critical
infrastructure—our roads.
For additional information on
the City of Oakwood’s pavement
management program, contact Stan
Brown at sbrown@cityofoakwood.
net.

Order Custom Bulk
Editorial Reprints
Now that you have been featured
in the APWA Reporter, why
not leverage this opportunity to
promote your product or service
with custom reprints?

Call our reprint
department at (800) 2590470 for complete details.

For more information about these programs or to register online, visit www.apwa.net/Education.
Program information will be updated as it becomes available. Questions? Call the Professional Development
Department at 1-800-848-APWA.

2012
March 6

Self Assessment: A Checklist for Improvement (Rebroadcast)

March 15

Using Performance Measurements to Cope with Layoffs (Live)

March 20

The New AASHTO Transportation Green Book (Rebroadcast)

March 22

Hot-In-Place Asphalt (Live)

March 27

Liquid Usage in Winter Maintenance (Rebroadcast)

March 29

Building Support for Flood Protection Projects (Live)

April 3

Clients and Consultants — How to Work Together for the Best Possible
Project (Rebroadcast)

April 10

Utility Coordination for Municipal Capital Improvement Projects (Rebroadcast)

April 19

HSIP Best Practices (Live)

May 7, 14, 21

Public Infrastructure Inspector Study Guide — Parts 1-3 (Rebroadcast)

May 8, 15, 22

Public Fleet Professional Study Guide — Parts 1-3 (Rebroadcast)

May 9, 16, 23

Stormwater Manager Certification Study Guide — Parts 1-3 (Rebroadcast)

May 31

Debris Management in Emergency Situations (Live)

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

If you have expertise that you would like to share, please use the online Call for Presentations form to describe your expertise and perspective
on the topic. www.apwa.net/callforpresentations/
= Click, Listen, & Learn program
EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP
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Lessons learned from a
reaccreditation newcomer
Lauren Koontz
Intern, Pierce County Public Works and Utilities
Tacoma, Washington

his past July, Pierce
County Public Works and
Utilities experienced its
first reaccreditation since
becoming accredited in 2007. Quite
a few changes occurred since the
original accreditation, including
the introduction of Deb Wallace as
the County’s new Ferry and Airport
Administrator. Having only been in
the department for eight weeks after
transitioning from a different Pierce
County department, she was just
beginning to get her feet wet with her
new position in Pierce County when
APWA did the reaccreditation site visit.
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As Ferry and Airport Administrator,
Deb oversees the Tacoma Narrows
Airport in Gig Harbor near the Tacoma
Narrows Bridge, Thun Field in the
South Hill neighborhood of Puyallup,
and the Ferry system that runs to
Steilacoom, Anderson Island, and
Ketron Island. Being relatively new to
the team, Deb took the three days of
reaccreditation as an opportunity to
learn more about public works and to
focus on important issues affecting the
airports she manages.
What Deb noticed immediately
during reaccreditation was the interest

of APWA in the Tacoma Narrows
Airport, particularly in the selfcontained Class A water system it
has onsite. This small water system
has 28 connections with its own
wells and pump house, reserved
just for airport businesses and for
the Gig Harbor Fire Department.
The airport had only been owned
by the County for two years, so Deb
knew there were improvements
and updates to be made. During
her interview, the APWA reviewers
helped to point out to Deb the
critical and immediate focuses for
improvement in the airport and its

water system. They told her and her
team of eight professionals that the
issues of fire, life and safety would
need to be a focus in both the long
and short term in order to sustain
the airport and continue to serve
the businesses there. Deb took these
recommendations to heart, and has
since begun safety improvement
projects and renovations to the
runways, as well as opening a new
restaurant, Reflections at the Airport,
for pilots and families alike.
During the reaccreditation process,
Deb also learned that APWA provides
a great introduction to public works
and everything that goes with it.
While the reviewers were only
visiting for three days, preparation
for their arrival involved months
of planning, researching, and most
importantly, learning about how
and why Pierce County Public
Works and Utilities runs as well as
it does. Deb was virtually thrown
into a crash course on public works
and the Pierce County Ferry and
Airport systems, and found this an
invaluable way to experience the
department at work. In addition
to the rigorous preparation, Deb
also found the actual interviews of
managers by the APWA reviewers to
be an excellent learning tool about
Public Works and Utilities. With
this comprehensive overview of the
County’s largest department and
its many divisions, Deb was able
to see Pierce County Public Works
and Utilities as a team of employees
with very different specific skills
to bring forward. What unifies this
large team with various interests is
its overarching goal of improving
communities within Pierce County in
a way that will be valuable. Hearing
the managers speak with pride
about their individual teams and
what they consistently do for the
County showed Deb the diversity,
skill set, talent, and motivation of
public works employees from the top
down. No matter the division or title,

each employee shows dedication to
bettering the community as a whole,
and uses their skills to do so. Over
the three days of reaccreditation, the
interviews developed into a story
of the dedication it takes to run an
exceptional public works department
that brings real value and change to a
community.
Through the experience of
reaccreditation, Deb received a
complete introduction to APWA
and in the process gained a huge
appreciation for the organization
and what it brings to public works.
In the three days she was surrounded
by the world of APWA, she decided
it is an organization she wanted to
be actively involved in. Not only
did the reaccreditation show her the
specific improvements necessary
for the success of the Tacoma
Narrows Airport, but she believes
involvement in APWA will provide
the rewarding experience of sharing
stories of the team’s success in
overcoming challenges. She herself
could boast about the turnaround of
the Tacoma Narrows Airport in the
short two-year span and all the other
achievements of the department.
In addition, she finds that being
involved in APWA opens Pierce
County Public Works and Utilities
to a wide network of resources both
through APWA and other public
works departments across the state.
This broader community allows for
the exchange of ideas and valuable
public works-related experiences.
Deb concluded this experience with
a recommendation to other leaders
in public works: If you have new
employees, particularly managers,
involve them early in the APWA
reaccreditation process, as it is the
best way to learn about their role in
the public works department.
Lauren Koontz can be reached at (253)
579-4763 or laurenashleykoontz@gmail.
com.

The Show For

Attention Snowfighters!
North American Snow Conference

The Premiere Event in Snow & Ice Management
April 29 - May 2, 2012 | Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Frontier Airlines Convention Center | Hosted by the APWA Wisconsin Chapter | www.apwa.net/snow

Snow Conference at a Glance
Go to www.apwa.net/snow for complete descriptions of all education sessions

Sunday, April 29
Exhibit Hours:
4:30 – 7:00 p.m.
7:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
Winter Maintenance
Supervisor Certificate
Workshop
1:00 – 2:00 p.m.
Education Sessions
1:00 – 3:00 p.m.
Education Sessions
2:15 – 3:15 p.m.
Education Sessions
3:30 – 4:30 p.m.
Education Sessions
4:30 – 7:00 p.m.
Exhibit Opening and
Welcome Reception

Monday April 30

11:10 a.m. – 12:00 noon
Education Sessions

Exhibit Hours:
9:00 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.

12:00 noon – 2:00 p.m.
Non-compete Exhibit Time
Lunch on the Exhibit Floor

7:30 – 9:30 a.m.
General Session Talk Show:
From Shop to Storm and
Back Again –
Best Management Practices
for Operators and Fleets
9:30 – 11:10 a.m.
Non-compete Exhibit Time
Coffee Break on the Exhibit
Floor

12:00 noon – 12:45 p.m.
Exhibitor Showcase
Presentation
12:50 – 1:35 p.m.
Exhibitor Showcase
Presentation
12:45 – 1:45 p.m.
Roundtables

9:40 – 10:25 a.m.
Exhibitor Showcase
Presentation

1:40 – 2:25 p.m.
Exhibitor Showcase
Presentation

10:30 – 11:15 a.m.
Exhibitor Showcase
Presentation

2:00 – 2:50 p.m.
Education Sessions

Snow!
You grip the wheel behind your snowplow all winter long, working
countless hours to keep the streets cleared and the people of your
community safe. When this snow season is over, come to APWA’s
North American Snow Conference to find the best solutions and the
newest technologies and equipment to help you prepare for the next
winter.
Enhance your knowledge of planning and preparation
Increase your understanding of winter weather and how it affects
operations
Identify how to better use traditional and alternative chemicals
Evaluate the environmental impacts of winter maintenance policies
Consider what equipment is available and how to maintain it
Expand your understanding of snow & ice control techniques
The 2012 Snow Conference in Milwaukee will bring together more
than 1,500 snowfighters from cities and townships, county and
rural streets divisions, and state and provincial departments of
transportation. It’s four days of education and networking, featuring
an exhibit floor with the newest equipment and products available,
quality education programs and technical tours, and opportunities to
exchange ideas with manufacturers, distributors, consultants and other
public works professionals.

2:30 – 3:15 p.m.
Exhibitor Showcase
Presentation
2:50 – 3:30 p.m.
Non-compete Exhibit Time
Refreshment Break on the
Exhibit Floor
3:30 – 5:00 p.m.
Education Sessions

Tuesday, May 1
Exhibit Hours:
8:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.

10:40 – 11:25 a.m.
Exhibitor Showcase
Presentation

8:00 – 8:50 a.m.
Education Sessions

11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Non-compete Exhibit Time
Lunch on the Exhibit Floor

8:50 – 10:10 a.m.
Non-compete Exhibit Time
Coffee Break on the Exhibit
Floor

11:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.
Exhibitor Showcase
Presentation

9:00 – 9:45 a.m.
Exhibitor Showcase
Presentation
9:50 – 10:35 a.m.
Exhibitor Showcase
Presentation
10:10 – 11:00 a.m.
Education Sessions

12:20 – 1:05 p.m.
Exhibitor Showcase
Presentation
1:00 – 2:00 p.m.
Education Sessions
1:00 – 3:00 p.m.
Education Sessions
1:10 – 1:55 p.m.
Exhibitor Showcase
Presentation

2:15 – 3:15 p.m.
Education Sessions
3:30 – 5:00 p.m.
Closing General Session
The Glass Ain’t Half Empty, It’s
Just Too Big!
Keynote Speaker:
Mark Mayfield, CSP, CPAE
6:00 p.m.
Harley-Davidson Event

Wednesday, May 2
8:00 a.m. – 12:00 noon
Technical Tours
Milwaukee Repair Garage
Wausau-Everest
Western

Keys to Success: An Organizational Approach
Sherri B. Zimmerman
Assistant Professor/Managing Director
Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
Member, APWA Leadership and Management Committee
The APWA Leadership and Management
Committee introduced a series of articles
entitled “The Road to Excellence” which
focus on ten attributes and five keys
to success based on the joint effort of
professional organizations and the EPA to
create a program that promotes effective
utility management. Adjusting the list
for public works professionals, each
article looks at one attribute and key
and why they are critical to an excellent
organization. If you’d like to review the
basis of the series, the introductory article
was published in the December 2010
issue. Following is the next article in the
series which addresses organizational
approach.
“Company cultures are like country
cultures. Never try to change one. Try,
instead, to work with what you’ve got.” –
Peter Drucker (1909-2005)

balance, yet serve as the foundation
on which success is dependent.
While focusing on the organization
in pursuit of success can garner a
multitude of theories, insights, tips
and strategies, the essential elements
are common among many. Having
led organizational change under
the Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation’s Agility Program, I
find myself reflecting on this familiar
framework to make my point. This
program successfully adapted four
basic principles in an organizational
approach to pursuit of success.
The Agility Program is based on the
Principles of Agility introduced by
Goldman et al in their book, Agile

Competitors and Virtual Organizations
(Steven L. Goldman, 1995). These
principles provide a framework for
success based on best practices learned
from the defense industry forced to
adapt to change as the U.S. military
downsized in the late 1980s and
early 1990s. Observation of those
“agile” organizations that not only
survived, but thrived in the face of
this significant change, led to the
identification of the four primary
principles which set the stage for
organizational effectiveness. These
are Organizing to Master Change and
Uncertainty, Enriching Customers,
Emphasizing People and Information,
and Cooperating to Enhance
Competitiveness.

Every organization has the potential
for greatness under the right
leadership. Like a symphony, all of
the elements are there; it just takes
the right vision, tools and leadership
to pull it all together for a peak
performance.
Continuing our series on “The Five
Keys to Success,” this article focuses
on organizational approach as one of
those keys. Like leadership, planning
and measurement, understanding
your organization and maximizing
its capabilities are vital for success.
Here, “organization” refers to the
entire system—that dynamic organism
which includes employees, resources,
partners, customers, practices, policies
and much more. These elements
operate in a seemingly delicate
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Walkers will have an easier go of it on a recently paved walking trail at PA’s Department of Conservation and Natural Resources’ (DCNR) Chapman State Park
in Warren County. As part of an Agility partnership, PennDOT paved a walking
trail at this 805-acre park. DCNR’s contribution to the partnership includes the
use of park staff to mow roadsides, loan of a dump truck and operator when
PennDOT trucks are being used for snow removal, and use of DCNR’s parking
lots to temporarily store materials closer to PennDOT work sites.

Organizing to Master Change
and Uncertainty – Create and
sustain a flexible organization which
is able to adapt quickly in response
to the changing environments—
internal and external. This is a tough
one for government because it gets
right to the core. Many government
organizations are entrenched in
bureaucracy to ensure accountability
and auditability. However, successful
organizations are accountable,
too. This kind of flexibility
requires systems and processes for
accountability and policies that allow
for adapting processes to meet the
mission of an organization. It is as
simple as delegating authority to
frontline employees and equipping
them with the tools they need to
solve problems. Imagine standing
at a customer service counter where
the representative refuses to process
a return without the receipt. It seems
a fair policy but isn’t the receipt you
need always the one you lose first?
Now recall the occasions where they
respond to your, “I’m sorry, I don’t
have a receipt,” with, “That’s okay.
Do you know how you paid for it? We
can look it up that way.” Businesses
have responded to this frequent
transaction, and the possibility of a
dissatisfied customer, with processes
that equip their employees to resolve
the problem. They no longer require
management approvals, saving time
and satisfying customers.
Enriching Customers – Recognize
that customers are the reason you
are in business in the first place.
Without customers, there is no reason
for being. There would be nothing
to provide; no one to buy. Where
competition exists, customers will
go where they feel most appreciated;
and if that is not your organization,
you need to do some self-reflection.
Enriching customers involves:
•

Anticipating their needs, wants
and even things they didn’t know
they wanted, and giving it to
them before they ask.

The City of Hermitage is providing winter services to PennDOT as an Agility
exchange.
•

Involving them in the process of
developing products and services
so they can be tailored to meet
their needs.

of time and the right equipment
in place can make even this task
possible.

•

Asking them how you are doing.

•

Being honest. “No” is okay
with a sincere and reasonable
explanation. Sometimes knowing
why is all it takes.

This principle also encompasses the
activities that build, support and
encourage a strong team. It is the
fostering of a culture that motivates
employees to take initiative, think
creatively, take risks and learn
from mistakes. Human assets—our
employees, partners, and even our
customers—have unique perspectives
on our business. These perspectives
should be fostered and encouraged.
Consider these relationships as
conversations where we should do
less talking and more listening. Two
ears and one mouth…you get the
message.

Emphasizing People and
Information – Today’s
organizations place less value on
material assets such as facilities and
equipment, and more on human
and information assets. Information
is essential for understanding your
market, your competition, your
progress, and ultimately your success.
Building an organization which
enables strong communication and
access to critical information gives
you a stronger position in the face
of change. Imagine responding to
Hurricane Katrina without knowing
it was coming, without knowing
where your resources were, or without
being able to deploy them because
you can’t communicate with them.
While in some cases communication
is a definite challenge in such
emergencies, proper planning ahead

Cooperating to Enhance
Competitiveness – Success can
no longer be a selfish pursuit. Many
organizations cannot compete alone
and deliver the best products and
services in the market. Cooperating
in temporary—virtual—organizations
provides win-win relationships
without long-term commitments.
Strategic planning can identify a
vision where opportunities for such
partnering exist. Take, for example,
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the local grocery chain which has
added discounted gasoline for cardholding shoppers. This strategy has
stolen significant market share as gas
prices rise. In order to compete with
them, their competitor partnered
with a successful gasoline chain
to offer similar discounts. The
relationship is temporary—no formal
corporate mergers or buyouts—
but the partnership offers greater
advantage since the gas stations are
far more available than the in-house
fueling stations of their competitors.
So how can government
organizations like yours use an
organizational approach like this
to be successful? How can you
adapt these principles within the
structure that you must operate? Start
small. Collect small wins that build
momentum. Look for opportunities
within your control and act on them.
Where approval from your leadership
is required, provide the information
they need to support you. Back
your recommendations with well-

grounded logic, examples and data
that sell your idea. Demonstrate the
benefits as well as the accountability
which gives the confidence necessary
to take the risk. Share successes freely
to engage your stakeholders, create
enthusiasm, and reward risk takers.
Encourage innovation at all levels.
Remember information is your most
valuable asset. It comes from all
directions. Encourage it. Use it. Feed
it. And let it flourish. Don’t change
the culture, let it transform you.

References/Resources:

Additional information on this and
related theories is available through
the list of resources provided below.
For more information on PennDOT’s
Agility Program and examples for
adapting these principles within
the public sector, contact the
author or visit PennDOT’s website
at http://www.dot.state.pa.us/
Internet/Bureaus/pdAgility.nsf/
AgilityHomepage?OpenFrameset.

•

Bell, C. R. (1996). Managers as
Mentors: Building Partnerships
for Learning. San Francisco, CA:
Berrett-Koehler Publishers, Inc.

•

Bell, C. R. (1998). Dance Lessons:
Six Steps to Great Partnerships in
Business & Life. San Francisco, CA:
Berrett-Koehler Publishers, Inc.

•

Kenneth Preiss, S. L. (1996).
Cooperate to Compete: Building Agile
Business Relationships. New York,
NY: Van Nordstran Reinhold.

•

Linden, R. M. (2002). Working
Across Boundaries: Making
Collaboration Work in Government
and Nonprofit Organizations. San
Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass.

•

Reichheld, F. F. (2001). Loyalty
Rules! Boston, MA: Harvard
Business School Press.

•

Steven L. Goldman, R. N. (1995).
Agile Competitors and Virtual
Organizations: Strategies for
Enriching the Customer. New York,
NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold.

Sherri B. Zimmerman can be reached at
(717) 720-4066 or sherriz@iup.edu.

The ten attributes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Sustainability
Product/Service Quality
Customer Satisfaction
Operational Optimization
Financial Viability
Infrastructure Stability
Self Assessment
Stakeholder Understanding
and Support
Operational Resiliency
Employee and Leadership
Development

The five keys to success:
PennDOT partnered with the Department of Agriculture to use the large parking lot of its Farm Show Complex for the Motorcycle Safety Program through
which to date 356 motorcyclists have been trained. In addition to using this
convenient and secure location to train and test motorcycle riders, PennDOT
will use the indoor complex to train its own equipment operators during
inclement weather, foregoing the expense of costly training locations. As part
of this win-win partnership, the Department of Agriculture will save money by
using PennDOT equipment and operators to prepare its Farm Show Complex
and grounds for year-round events.
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•
•
•
•
•

Leadership
Strategic Business Planning
Measurement
Organizational Approach
Continual Improvement
Management Framework
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DeKalb County integrated waste management
program attracts international visitors
Billy Malone
Assistant Director
DeKalb County Public Works Department/Sanitation Division
Decatur, Georgia

eKalb County, the third
most populated county in
Georgia, serves 700,000
residents with one of the
most comprehensive and integrated
solid waste management systems
in the country. The County
provides residential and commercial
solid waste collection services,
separate yard waste collection and
composting, curbside recycling
service, drop-off locations for
materials recovery and recycling, and
special collection services to 159,000
households, over 8,000 commercial
businesses, and several thousand
apartment complexes. The County’s
landfill has approximately 50 million
cubic yards of airspace capacity
remaining and is not expected to
reach fill capacity until nearly 2090.
It has more than nine million tons
of waste in place and receives over
2,000 tons per operating day. The
DeKalb Public Works Department
has been successful in reducing
waste going into the landfill
through community outreach and
a wide variety of waste reduction
programs designed to promote source
reduction, recycling and reuse of
materials at the grassroots level. In
addition, in recent years, the County
has constructed a facility to convert
landfill gas to electricity, and with
funds from the 2009 Stimulus Act,
the County is currently constructing
a facility to convert landfill gas to
compressed natural gas to fuel several
dozen sanitation vehicles.
Because of this comprehensive,
integrated waste management
program, the County, in partnership
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with the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (US EPA), the
Georgia Environmental Protection
Division (EPD), and the Georgia
Center for International Visitors,
has hosted several dozen visitors
from places as diverse as Canada,
China, Colombia, Haiti, Japan,
Mexico, Serbia, South Africa,
Ukraine and Venezuela. As many
of these countries are experiencing
increased urbanization, their
visitors to DeKalb have enjoyed
learning how an integrated waste
management and waste-to-energy
program is beneficial to public
health, environmental protection,
energy production and conservation,
and economic development. The
landfill has won awards from the
US EPA Landfill Methane Outreach
Program (LMOP), the National Solid

Green Energy Facility and utility flare

Waste Association of North America
(SWANA), the Georgia Chapter of
SWANA, the National Association of
Counties (NACo), the Association of
County Commissioners of Georgia
(ACCG) and the Atlanta Regional
Commission (ARC) for its innovative
and beneficial reuse projects.
Some examples of the integrated
waste management approaches that
the DeKalb Sanitation staff utilize
include the following examples. First,
the daily and intermediate cover used
in landfill operations is primarily
a finished compost produced by
DeKalb’s own composting operation,
with the balance of cover material
coming from an onsite borrow source
(under a state mining permit). The
County produces over 80,000 tons
of compost per year with 50% being

LFG to RNG overview

used for daily cover at the landfill
and 10% returned and reused by
the general public at several pickup
locations around the County. River
sand is mined offsite for use as a
drainage layer, protective layer for
the liner, and other uses. Concrete,
asphalt and other reusable materials
are separated at the landfill and used
onsite.
Additionally, DeKalb County has
been promoting and implementing
“green” programs for several years.
In 2006, the Green Energy Facility, a
3.2 megawatt landfill-gas-to-energy
(LFGTE) project, began operation
at the Seminole Road Landfill.
The project utilizes landfill gas
(LFG) as a renewable green energy
source to generate electricity for
sale to Georgia Power Corporation.
Over 112,000,000 kilowatt hours
of renewable electricity has been
generated by the project life-todate. The facility cost approximately
$5 million to construct, and the
revenues from electricity sales, net
of annual operating expenses, have
returned this initial investment
within a five-year period (i.e.,
providing net revenues back to
the solid waste operations of

approximately $1 million per year).
This was Georgia Power’s flagship
green energy project in the state,
with future plans to add a third
generator. Benefits of the Green
Energy Facility include reducing
approximately 0.14 million metric
tons of carbon dioxide equivalents
per year from the landfill, which is
the equivalent of removing nearly
27,000 vehicles from the road or
planting 38,000 acres of forest.
The facility provides enough green
electricity to power over 3,000 homes
per year.
The County currently collects over
2,500 standard cubic feet per minute
(scfm) of landfill gas with methane
concentration of approximately 54
percent by volume. With new source
performance standards (NSPS) for
MSW landfills and placement in
the Atlanta ozone nonattainment
area, stringent air regulations
are now restricting internal
combustion engine emissions, thus
making a High BTU project with
the excess 1000 scfm of landfill
gas currently flared an attractive
option. The Department of Energy
(DOE) and American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act (ARRA)

IFME World Congress 2012
June 4–10 in Helsinki, Finland
Early Bird Registration until
April 30
As a member organization of
The International Federation of
Municipal Engineering (IFME),
APWA is pleased to announce to
our members that registration
has opened for the 17th World
Congress on Municipal Engineering
to be held in Helsinki, Finland;
Tallinn, Estonia; and Stockholm,
Sweden from June 4-7, 2012. The
Finnish Association of Municipal
Engineering (FAME) and Finnish
Association of Civil Engineers RIL
will serve as the Finnish hosts
for the IFME World Congress on
Municipal Engineering 2012.
The main theme of the IFME
Congress is “Sustainable
Communities: Plan, design,
construct and maintain for a better
future.” Accepted presentations have
now been published on the IFME
website at www.ifme2012.com.
Registration is now open.
An early bird registration fee is
available until end of April. The
Registration fee includes a technical
excursion to Tallinn, Estonia.
A technical excursion to Stockholm,
Sweden is also available (a separate
fee applies). Information on
recommended hotels and airport
transfer is also available on the
website: www.ifme2012.com.
The International Affairs
Committee of APWA has identified
this Congress as a worthwhile
international relationship building
and study opportunity and limited
(up to five) individual travel
reimbursements of $1,000 may
be available to those who apply
through the Global Solutions
in Public Works program with a
particular study objective and plan
to share the information gleaned.
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LFG to RNG construction

provided federal grant funding to
the project under the Clean Cities
Transportation Sector Petroleum
Reduction Technologies Program.
The County was awarded a grant
for $8 million to develop a landfill
gas (LFG) to Renewable Natural Gas
(RNG) conversion facility, two CNG
fueling stations, maintenance shop
upgrades, and an initial purchase of
40 CNG-fueled vehicles.
2012 Mexican National Public
Works and Services Conference
April 25–27 in Tijuana, Mexico
APWA’s International
Affairs Committee
and Latin American
Task Force are
looking for attendees,
presenters and
exhibitors interested
in participating in the upcoming
Mexican National Public Works
and Services Conference to be held
April 25-27 at the Grand Hotel in
Tijuana, Mexico, located on the
Tijuana Country Club golf course.
The conference is being organized
by the Mexico City-based office
of ICLEI-Local Governments for
Sustainability, an international
organization of local governments and
associations committed to sustainable
development.
APWA and its members have
participated in public works
conferences throughout Mexico
for over 10 years. APWA is actively
working with ICLEI-Mexico in
support of the upcoming National
Public Works Conference in Mexico
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The County is near completion
of the Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED)
Certified LFG to RNG conversion
facility design, built, and operated
by Energy Systems Group with
expected startup in April 2012.
Future plans include installation of
a second fueling station near the
County Central Transfer Station
which will dispense CNG produced
from pipeline transported renewable
natural gas. The CNG at both fueling
stations will be for sale to the public
as part of the Clean Cities Atlanta
goal of promoting clean fuels. This
green project will allow the County
to benefit from fixed fuel prices over
the life of the landfill, while reducing
emissions from the methane onsite
and reducing diesel emissions onthe-road.

DeKalb County’s Chief Executive
Officer W. Burrell Ellis, Jr., and its
Board of Commissioners, have set
a goal for the County of becoming
“the greenest county in America,”
and with its comprehensive,
integrated solid waste management
and waste-to-energy programs, the
County’s Public Works Department
is diligently working on every
opportunity to achieve this vision,
and has been excited to host so many
international visitors to share our
experiences and to learn from other
countries about innovations they are
pursuing in their waste management
programs.
Billy Malone can be reached at
(404) 297-3851 or wcmalone@
dekalbcountyga.gov.

The Grand Hotel and Tijuana Country Club golf course in Tijuana, Mexico
to showcase sustainable public works
practices and technologies from both
sides of the border.
In addition to a wide range of panels
and keynote presentations on such
topics as Infrastructure for Sustainable
Development, Energy Efficient Street
Lighting, Solid Waste Management,
and Sustainable Building Practices, the
conference will also have a modest
vendors exposition as well as a focused
workshop entitled “Doing Business
with Local Governments in Mexico”
that may be of particular interest to
North American engineering firms and
vendors.

If you are interested in participating
in this conference as an attendee,
presenter or exhibitor, please contact
Bob Kass, APWA Latin American Task
Force Chair, at rmkass1@gmail.com or
(408) 425-4707.
For general information on ICLEIMexico, visit their website at
http://www.iclei.org.mx/.
For specific information on the
conference (updated regularly)
see http://www.iclei.org.
mx/web/index.php/evento/
mostrarEvento/id/51.

June 25-27, 2012 | Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Omni William Penn Hotel | 530 William Penn Place | Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219

Sign Up Today!
Plan now to attend the Fourth
Annual APWA Sustainability in
Public Works Conference – the
most important sustainability
event of 2012.
Engage in discussions with public
works experts, hear success
stories and challenges faced by
other communities and agencies,
and discover the leading-edge
products and services featured
by our exhibitors.
Help move your community
forward and join APWA’s
brightest leaders and
innovators for an inside view of
sustainability’s ever-growing
role in public works!

Register today at:
www.apwa.net/sustainability

Public Works: Creating a Lasting Impression
National Public Works Week, May 20-26, 2012

2012 National Public Works
Week Poster Available!

This year’s poster is a watercolor scene representing our theme “Public
Works: Creating a Lasting Impression” by Robert Gantt Steele.
Robert prefers to paint from life. He has developed his artistic skills
through constant observation and by studying the masters. He has
illustrated for musicals such as Showboat on Broadway, for magazines such
as Smithsonian and for book covers, children’s books and exhibitions.
Robert lives with his wife and two children in Larkspur, California.

GET YOURS TODAY!

Use the attached order form or buy online at www.apwa.net/bookstore.
PSTR12 With APWA logo - Members $12 /Non $15
PSTR12CPWA With CPWA logo - Members $12 /Non $15
Description on poster:
Inspiration comes from many places in our lives. In public works,
inspiration is all around us.
This year, as the Golden Gate Bridge celebrates its 75th anniversary, we
celebrate the inspiration and lasting impression it has provided to many
generations.

Quantity Discounts:
1-5
$12
6 - 10
11 - 30 $10
31 +

$11
$9.50

Vintage NPWW Posters are still available. Check online for availability.
For additional CPWA NPWW Poster options, contact Jon Dilley at
800-848-APWA, ext. 5251, or jdilley@apwa.net.

The Heart of Every City
T-shirt (Heather)

APWA Navy Cap

PB.A910 (Adult Small)
PB.A911 (Adult Medium)
PB.A912 (Adult Large)
PB.A913 (Adult X-Large)
PB.A914 (Adult XX-Large)
PB.A915 (Adult XXX-Large)

APWA Hat

The Heart of Every City
T-shirt (White)
PB.A856 (Adult Small)
PB.A857 (Adult Medium)
PB.A858 (Adult Large)
PB.A859 (Adult X-Large)
PB.A860 (Adult XX-Large)
PB.A861 (Adult XXX-Large)

Always There T-shirt

PB.A623 • Member $10 /Non $15

PB.AHAT • Member $15 /Non $17

APWA Visor

PB.A624 • Member $8 /Non $13

APWA Multi-Function
Pocket Knife
PB.A317 • Member $10 /Non $15

“I Public Works”
Bumper Sticker

PB.A320 • Member $1 /Non $2

APWA Flashlight Keychain
PB.A301 • Member $3 /Non $5

PB.A600 (Adult Small)
PB.A601 (Adult Medium)
PB.A602 (Adult Large)
PB.A603 (Adult X-Large)
PB.A604 (Adult XX-Large)
PB.A605 (Adult XXX-Large)

APWA Pen

APWA T-shirt

APWA Thermos

PB.A811 (Adult Small)
PB.A417 (Adult Medium)
PB.A304 (Adult Large)
PB.A305 (Adult X-Large)
PB.A306 (Adult XX-Large)
PB.A307 (Adult XXX-Large)

PB.A300 • Member $6 /Non $8

NEW! Acrylic Tumbler (16oz)
PB.A1112 • Member $9 /Non $14

PB.A322 • Member $15 /Non $20

APWA Friction Travel Mug
PB.A1100 • Member $11 /Non $16

NEW! Big Barrel Mug (16oz)
PB.A1110 • Member $8 /Non $13

T-SHIRT PRICING BY SIZE
S, M, L, XL Member $15 /Non $20
XX-Large Member $17 /Non $22
XXX-Large Member $18 /Non $23

For bulk quantity prices for any items featured in this advertisment, please call 1-800-848-2792, ext. 5254.

APWA Coffee Mug

PB.A318 • Member $6 /Non $11

APWA Paper Coffee Cup

(Package of 50)
PB.A806 • Member $15 /Non $20
With Plastic Lid: PB.A807 • Member $20 /Non $30

Outreach Items for Children
P.W. Paws Construction T-shirt
PB.A900 (Child size 6-8)

P.W. Paws Plush

PB.A901 (Youth size 10-12)

PB.A313 • Member $8 /Non $13

PB.A902 (Youth size 14-16)
Member $12 /Non $17

P.W. Paws Balloons

P.W. Paws
Construction Hat

PB.A312 (Package of 12)

PB.A903

Members $20 /Non $25

Members $3 /Non $5
PB.A405 (Package of 100)

Member $2 /Non $3

PB.A406 (Package of 250)
Members $45 /Non $50

P.W. Paws Sampler

Not sold separately.

• P.W. Paws Plush
• P.W. Paws Pencil

P.W. Paws Coloring Book

• P.W. Paws Balloon

PB.PAWS1 (Individual Book)

• P.W. Paws Comic Book

Member $1 /Non $2

• P.W. Paws Coloring Book

PB.PAWS (Package of 25)

• P.W. Paws Stickers (one sheet)

Member $25 /Non $30

PB.A347 • Member $10 /Non $15

P.W. Paws Comic Book

P.W. Paws Stickers

PB.ACPB1 (Individual Book) Member $1 /Non $2

PB.STIC1 (Individual Sheet)

PB.ACPB (Package of 25) Member $25 /Non $30

Member $1 /Non $2
PB.STIC (Package of 25)

P.W. Paws Bobble Head

Member $25 /Non $30

PB.A400 • Member $12 /Non $17

P.W. Paws Pencil Pouch

P.W. Paws
Children’s T-shirt

Size: 9 1/4” x 6”
PB.A832 • Member $1 /Non $2
PB.A833 (Package of 25)

PW.TEE2 (Child size 2-4)

Member $25 /Non $30

PW.TEE6 (Child size 6-8)
PW.TEE10 (Youth size 10-12)

P.W. Paws Pencils

PW.TEE14 (Youth size 14-16)

PB.A324 (Package of 12)

Member $12 /Non $17

Member $3 /Non $5
Member $20 /Non $25

Playtime with P.W. Paws:
A Coloring and Activity Book

PB.A403 (Package of 250)

PB.A1101 • Member $1 /Non $2

PB.A402 (Package of 100)

Member $45 /Non $50
Not sold separately.

Fax: (816) 472-1610 • Mail Orders To: APWA • PO Box 802296 • Kansas City, MO • 64180-2296
Order Number Quantity (q)

Price (p)

Extension (q x p)

S & H (see chart)
Delivery outside of Continental U.S.
(International, Canada, Alaska, Hawaii, contact APWA for additional service charges)

Express Delivery 2-Day (Additional $20)

Payment Method:

Standard S & H Chart
for a subtotal of: add:

Less than $9........................$5
$10 to $39...........................$8
$40 to $49...........................$9
$50 to $59.........................$10
$60 to $69.........................$11
$70 to $79.........................$12
$80 to $89.........................$13
$90 to $99.........................$14
$100 to $149.....................$15
$150 + ......................add 10%

❏ Credit Card:

❏ MC

❏ Visa

❏ AmerExp

NPW12RP

❏ Check (enclosed)
❏ P.O. # ______________________

Credit Card Info:
Account Number (Visa or Mastercard)
__ __ __ __—__ __ __ __—__ __ __ __—__ __ __ __
Account Number (American Express)
__ __ __ __—__ __ __ __ __ __—__ __ __ __ __
Expiration Date: __ __ /__ __
Card Holder’s Name (Please print)______________________________________

Express Delivery Overnight (Additional $50)

Signature____________________________________________________________

Total
Name (please print)

Organization

APWA Member #

Shipping Address (No P.O. Boxes)

City

State/Province

For deliveries outside the Continental U.S. include standard shipping and handling from above chart plus you
must contact APWA at 1-800-848-APWA, for additional service charges. Expedited service available for $20 for
two-day Express Delivery or $50 for Express Delivery Overnight. (Order must be received before 12:00 p.m. Central
Standard Time.) Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery on all orders other than expedited service. All funds in U.S.
dollars. All prices are subject to change without notice.

Zip/Postal Code

Phone

REFUND POLICY: The American Public Works Association strives to provide useful, current information to its
members and customers. If you should have a problem with any item in your order, we encourage you to offer us
the opportunity to ensure that you are satisfied. Print products may be returned within 30 days of the invoice date,
properly packaged and in saleable condition. (Please include a copy of the packing slip or invoice with your return.)
Returns of student and instructor manuals for our training programs will be charged a 25% restocking charge. A full
refund will be granted for all other returned print products except for specifically marked packages. Shipping and
handling charges are nonrefundable. Photographs, software, CD-ROMs, and videos may not be returned. We appreciate
your attention to our policy and look forward to providing you quality products and service.

Joplin tornado debris management:
lessons learned
Bill Bider
Director, Bureau of Waste Management
Kansas Department of Health and Environment
Topeka, Kansas
n May 23, 2011, an EF-5
tornado swept through
a large section of Joplin,
Missouri, killing over 160
people and generating several million
cubic yards of debris. Joplin is just
across the southeast border of Kansas
which is home to several construction
and demolition (C&D) waste landfills
and one large municipal solid waste
(MSW) landfill. Missouri has no C&D
landfills in the area and its only
MSW landfill in the region is over
40 miles north of Joplin. Within two
days, the Kansas facilities were being
evaluated by the U.S. Army Corp
of Engineers (USACE) tasked with
overseeing FEMA’s cleanup effort
and they quickly indicated that the
Kansas facilities were preferred due to
proximity and disposal cost.
My experience with disaster cleanup
in the Midwest is that people want
to clean up fast and return their
communities to normal as soon as

possible. Joplin was no different.
Within two days, some private
cleanup work had already begun
and waste started coming to Kansas
landfills. This was the start of a
complicated process to ensure that
Kansas’ facilities were prepared to
properly manage the huge tonnage of
waste that was about to flow through
their gates when the USACE contracts
were put into place. A list of issues
that needed to get resolved over a
period of days and weeks follows:
•

•

Coordination with the USACE
and the U.S. EPA to ensure that
adequate waste segregation
was occurring in Joplin at the
point of loading to ensure that
unacceptable waste was not
delivered to KS C&D landfills
(hazardous waste, HHW, e-waste,
garbage, white goods, etc.).
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•

Coordination with KS local
governments to approve of
disposal without a permit in
accordance with KS emergency
provisions including the
expansion of one permitted C&D
landfill and the utilization of
another landfill which was right
in the middle of the permitting
process when the tornado hit
Joplin.

•

The establishment of contract
operators at two existing C&D
landfills to provide capabilities
which the landfill permit holders
did not have.

•

The initiation of a permit transfer
at one C&D landfill to reestablish
disposal activity where the
existing permit holder had begun,
but not completed landfill closure.

•

Review of various proposals to
establish emergency unpermitted
disposal sites.

•

Establish a state inspection plan
for all landfills receiving Joplin
debris.

Meetings with every potential
landfill to discuss operating

St. John’s Mercy Hospital in Joplin sits abandoned and destined for demolition
days after the tornado devastated the city.
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plan modifications, enhanced
waste screening if a C&D
landfill, and site modifications
to accommodate traffic flow and
other needs.

In addition to the above, the
Kansas Department of Health and
Environment (KDHE) received
numerous questions and complaints
from citizens, the media, and elected
government officials regarding the
management of Joplin debris in
Kansas. Some people thought KDHE
was being too strict and others
thought too lenient. Some companies

Tornado debris is off-loaded at the nearby Galena, Kans., construction and
demolition landfill.
that operated more distant MSW
landfills complained strongly that
none of the Joplin debris should be
disposed in Kansas’ permitted C&D
landfills because they are unlined
and groundwater monitoring is not
required. Because of these lower
landfill standards, KDHE required
two levels of waste screening to
ensure that hazardous materials were
removed from the waste stream. KDHE
believes EPA did an excellent job of
carrying out the first level of screening
in Joplin followed by screening of
every load at the landfill by specially
trained screeners along with regular
checks by third-party engineering
consultants to ensure that screening
was taking place as required.
Five Kansas landfills were used
including one MSW landfill; however,
one landfill received the majority of
debris. The expanded City of Galena
landfill received over 200,000 tons
of debris over a three-month period
because it was only a few miles from
the debris field. This landfill was
expanded over an old mined area
which had been restricted for other
surface uses for many years. Both
KDHE and the U.S. EPA knew this site
was acceptable because there was no
usable groundwater under the landfill
area; however, it was close to the
town. The summer of 2011 was very
hot and dry, and dust was an ongoing
problem and concern. KDHE required
that special dust control practices be
implemented, but it was still difficult
to control because the debris arrived
at the landfill in a dusty condition.

Dust was minimized using several
practices including air misters, wetting
trucks, and the mixing of wood mulch
generated from tree debris with cover
soil.
A disaster of this magnitude presents
many challenges but also business
opportunities. Just considering
the amount of debris disposed in
Kansas, which was about 300,000
tons over a three-month period, the
landfill disposal cost alone was over
$6,000,000. In addition, there was
money to be made for loading and
transporting waste, mulching woody
waste, doing engineering consulting,
and disposing of, or recycling, diverted
material. When this much money is
available, people get interested and
angry when things do not go their way.
KDHE and the State of Kansas treated
the Joplin emergency no different
than we would have treated an

in-state emergency, except our
own Department of Emergency
Management was not deployed.
KDHE spent thousands of staff
hours overseeing all aspects of debris
management. Overall, the outcomes
were good and the cleanup was
completed quickly because regulatory
agencies and local government
officials worked well together offering
flexibility where possible without
jeopardizing human health or the
environment.
What would KDHE do differently in
the future? Not much, but we did
learn from this response effort as we
always do. I believe we could have
done a better job of communicating
with the public early in the response
effort. It would not have satisfied
everyone, but some concerns may
have been addressed and perhaps
alleviated. We could also have
required better storage areas for
screened items at the landfills and
developed best management practices
for dust control that had to be
followed right from the start rather
than wait until a dust problem was
observed. Regardless of these areas of
possible improvement, many people
worked together to yield an excellent
response to a terrible natural disaster.
Bill Bider can be reached at (785) 2961612 or wbider@kdhe.state.ks.us.

The USACE oversees debris screening and loading during the first day of debris
collection in Joplin.
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Multi-family recycling in dense urban areas
How to make recycling a social norm
Namju Cho, M.P.P.
Project Manager
S. Groner Associates, Inc.
Long Beach, California
he City of Culver City may be
famous for being the stomping
ground of old Hollywood
(the city’s tagline: Heart of
Screenland) and home of Sony Studios.
But it also happens to be the site of
a successful multi-family recycling
program that exceeded its goal of
reaching 2,000 multi-family units to
participate in its program by 71%—
enlisting a total of 3,240 participating
multi-family units.
Supported by a grant from CalRecycle,
California’s Department of
Conservation, Culver City’s program
placed 83 dumpster-sized, three-cubicyard recycling bins in 28 condominium
and apartment complexes throughout
a city with a population of 39,000 that
takes up a five-square-mile area of the
southwestern part of Los Angeles.
The City estimates that 3,240 multifamily units represent about 7,582
residents, based on the average of
2.34 persons per household figure,
according to California Cities, Towns &
Counties’ 1997 data. That number of
residents reached would account for
about 20% of all Culver City residents
and more than 70% of all residents
living in multi-family units.
The City also received over $118,000 in
CRV revenues from increased recycling
in the city over the grant period
between January and November 2011.
The City partnered with S. Groner
Associates (http://www.sga-inc.net/
culvercity) to conduct outreach and
public education to promote the
program. We first developed a database
of complexes, and then developed
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materials such as outdoor site signs,
brochures, plastic indoor minibins and recycling totes to conduct
outreach. The City also worked with
KJServices Environmental Consulting
to manage the operational side of
recycling. KJServices conducted
assessments of complexes to determine
how many bins could fit in the given
space and ensure delivery of the bins
and collection went smoothly.
There were three keys to the success
of the program. All were aimed at
turning recycling into a social norm, as
it has been proven as one of the most
effective ways of changing behavior.

1. Make it easy
The City made participation easy by
making everything free, including the
brand new recycling bins, collection
services as well as all materials. Once
complexes signed on, they got a free
assessment, free bins and materials.
Case studies have shown that it’s often
not sufficient to provide information
alone to bring about behavioral
change. Placing information as a
prompt made it easier for residents
to change behavior. We placed
information close to where the desired
behavior is most likely to happen. In
this case, we developed outdoor site
signs showing what can and can’t be
recycled and posted them next to the
recycling bins. We had found that not
knowing what to recycle was a barrier
to recycling and this addressed that
issue.
We were also flexible in meeting the
needs of the complexes. For instance,
if a complex wanted to participate but

Culver City outdoor site signs (photo
courtesy of Culver City)
didn’t have space for a three-cubicyard bin, we accommodated them by
placing a smaller cart. Others asked for
locks to prevent scavenging and the
City made that available too.

2. Identify champions
Early on, we found people at various
complexes such as Home Owner
Association President Sharon Brown
and property manager Diane Rossiter
who were not only eager to participate
but were also willing to help us spread
the word about the program. Ms.
Brown was featured in our brochure—
since it’s always more effective to hear
from a fellow resident rather than
the City directly—as well as in our
public service announcement video we
produced. Ms. Rossiter manages Tara
Hills, a complex of 430 units, and saw

SGA’s Jeanette Garcia at a local event
reaching out to Culver City residents
(photo courtesy of SGA)
the percentage of correctly recycled
materials increase after the site signs
were posted. Both champions were
interviewed by the Los Angeles Times
and were quoted in a positive story on
the program that ran Oct. 14, 2011.

3. Make it pretty and consistent
All the materials developed had a
consistent look and feel that anyone
could easily recognize with the slogan,
“Recycling is as easy as 1-2-3!” This
slogan was even stenciled onto the
recycling bin and was prominently
displayed when the bins were put out
for collection on the street.
In the poster and brochure, we
outlined the three steps residents could
take to do their part:
•
•
•

Collect your recyclables at home
Place them in the recycling bin
Make a difference together!

because an increase in recycling has
led to decreased trash volume, hence
reducing the number of trash pickup
days to two from three days a week.

the size of the bins delivered, using
one- or two-cubic-yard bins and, in
some extreme cases, 96-gallon carts
commonly used in single family homes.

In addition to a sheer increase
in recycling volume, a recycling
characterization study conducted over
the course of the grant also showed
that the rate of correctly recycled
materials had risen. The overall
contamination rate of incorrectly
recycled materials dipped to 8.4%
in October 2011 compared with the
baseline of 19.6% in February 2011 at
the onset of the program.

Another challenge was reaching
the residents directly without going
through the property managers, or
“gate-keepers.” Despite the program’s
many benefits and free cost, some
property managers were not eager to
sign on. However, when a resident
or tenant enthusiastically wanted to
participate, property managers made
it happen. We overcame this challenge
by conducting online and offline
media outreach to reach the residents.
For instance, the City sent four e-blasts
to residents who had signed up to
receive alerts from the City around
environmental issues. We received
multiple inquiries following the
e-blasts, and some of the complexes
eventually signed up.

Newspapers as a recycled item jumped
the most, showing a 10.8 percentage
point increase, followed by a 2.7
percentage point increase in mixed
glass and 2.2 percentage point increase
in tins and cans.
It’s worth noting that all of the
materials whose recycling rate rose
were prominently featured in our
brochure and outdoor site signs.
As in many dense urban areas, the
biggest challenge the City faced was
space constraints. Many complexes
that wanted to participate in the
program could not because there was
no space to accommodate dumpstersized recycling bins. We overcame
this challenge by being flexible about

By overcoming these challenges, the
City successfully created a recycling
social norm. For more information on
Culver City’s multi-family recycling
program and to access PDF versions of
the materials, please contact Catherine
Vargas at Catherine.vargas@culvercity.
org or go to culvercity.org/recycle.
Namju Cho can be reached at (562)
597-0205 or ncho@sga-inc.net.

Proof is in the pudding
Data measured over the period of the
grant demonstrated the program’s
success in making recycling a social
norm in Culver City.
The tonnage volume of recycling
increased by 7.3% to 91.52 pounds
in October 2011 compared with the
baseline measured in April 2011.
Anecdotally, our program’s champion,
Ms. Brown, said that successful
outreach and recycling correctly
helped her complex save $300 a
month in trash collection fees. That’s

SGA’s Paula Combs with Culver City’s new three-cubic-yard recycling bin at a
Farmers’ Market (photo courtesy of SGA)
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Rebuilding and upgrading the
Morse Road ECO Station
Thomas B. Merritt
Chief Administrative Officer
H. R. Gray
Columbus, Ohio
o accommodate the growing
area of Columbus, Ohio,
the Solid Waste Authority of
Central Ohio (SWACO) and
the City of Columbus have partnered
to replace the old Morse Road/City of
Columbus solid waste transfer station
with a new upgraded facility that also
includes vehicle maintenance and
storage. Dubbed the “Morse Road ECO
Station” the facility provides trash
transfer operations, as well as a staging
point for waste collection vehicles
serving the northern tier of Columbus.
The $20 million project will bring
about numerous environmental
improvements and will be a LEEDcertified facility. Construction will
be challenging in that the site must
remain in operation throughout the
project.

The entire project involves
constructing a new 30,000-squarefoot transfer building, a new
18,200-square-foot maintenance
and administrative building, and a
40,000-square-foot indoor parking
garage for the trucks to keep the
vehicles protected from the elements.
The entire facility is built on a
7.5-acre site.

is complete. Additional land will
be acquired west of the site for
permanent parking. To provide
enough room on the site for a whole
new building, an old, unused shredder
building will be demolished. The
shredder has been decommissioned
for several years so its removal during
the construction process will not
affect the waste transfer activities.

“The upgrade of this facility will allow
SWACO and the City of Columbus
to meet our respective needs as well
as handle strong growth expected
in the northern region of our area,”
said SWACO Planning and Programs
Director Albert Iosue. “We are also
excited that many sustainability
features have been incorporated into
this design.”

In Phase 2, the new, state-of-the-art
solid waste transfer station and the
vehicle maintenance building will
be constructed. The site is designed
to efficiently integrate the transfer
station operations and the city’s fleet
vehicle operations.

Currently the Morse Road ECO Station
is comprised of three primary areas:
the transfer building, where the waste
collected in the refuse vehicles is
dumped and then transported by semi
trucks to a landfill; the maintenance
facility, where the fleet of refuse trucks
is repaired and maintained; and an
outside parking area for the fleet of 65
refuse trucks.

Constructing in Phases
Construction requires phased
demolition of the existing facilities
to allow continuous operations
on the site while the new facilities
are constructed. During Phase 1, a
landscaping mound will be removed
to expand the area for temporary
parking. The landscaping mound
will be replaced after construction

A 3D view of the vehicle maintenance entrance
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Phase 3 is moving all current
operations into the new transfer and
vehicle maintenance buildings. The
existing transfer and maintenance
buildings will then be demolished.
Phase 4 involves building a new
fueling island and the stormwater
detention basin. Management of
stormwater is a high priority as the
stormwater from this facility can
easily be contaminated. The refuse
trucks alone can drip hydraulic
oil and engine oil, as well as other
contaminants. Additionally, anything
that falls off a refuse truck could
potentially make its way into the
stormwater. The drainage system
to be constructed will contain the
stormwater onsite.
In the final segment, Phase 5, the
vehicle storage building will be
constructed. The result will be a new
building that will house as many as 75
city refuse trucks. And the landscaping

capacity of the facility to handle up
to 1,000 tons of refuse on a daily
basis. Additionally, while the facility
currently accommodates 65 refuse
trucks, the new, heated vehicle storage
area will accommodate 75 trucks.

Rendering of the Morse Road transfer station entrance
mount will be rebuilt—removing the
temporary parking and restoring the
appearance of the facility.

Construction Challenges
The most challenging aspect of this
project is to maintain the existing
operations at their current level while
the construction proceeds. A facility
that accommodates 65 refuse trucks
a day is a beehive of activity and
their schedules cannot be delayed.
Despite the fact that it is a large site,
the refuse trucks must travel from one
end to another, so the construction
crews cannot take over the middle
area during the process. As a result
of this, from one phase to the next,
the traffic patterns for the refuse and
transfer trucks will be changed five
times. To keep all the drivers aware
of the changes a tremendous amount
of communication will be necessary.
Drivers will be updated of traffic
pattern changes through informal
communication, newsletters, charts,
and brown bag lunch meetings.

For the construction team, an
additional challenge will be the lack
of a construction entrance. Normally
a separate entrance is made for the
construction vehicles. In this case it
wasn’t possible, so the entrance must
be shared with the refuse and landfill
trucks. These trucks have the rightof-way, so many of the construction
deliveries may be made after normal
work hours to avoid the waste delivery
routes.

The New Facility
Around 75 employees currently work
at the original Morse Road ECO
Station handling up to 500 to 800
tons of trash daily, yet the facility was
designed for only 350 to 500 tons a
day. The new facility will boost the

The structures are aesthetically
designed to fit the developing
context of the area, while balancing
function, durability and low
maintenance. All three buildings are
designed to receive a Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) Certification, as all aspects
of the design and construction use
sustainable design concepts.
Construction of the new Morse Road
ECO Station began in January 2012
and is scheduled for completion in
January 2014.
Thomas B. Merritt can be reached at
(614) 487-1335 or tmerritt@hrgray.com.

Project Members
City of Columbus and Solid Waste
Authority of Central Ohio
Design/Architect: Shaw
Environmental Inc. and Bloom
Companies, LLC
Construction Management
Consulting Firm: H. R. Gray

“The construction of the new
structures while maintaining ‘business
as usual’ traffic patterns will be a
challenge, but we have a solid plan in
place to keep the traffic flowing,” said
Joseph V. Raccuia, P.E., CCM, LEED AP,
Senior Construction Manager,
H. R. Gray. “We will keep all
construction personnel, as well as the
ECO station’s employees, aware of
each traffic change along the way.”
A 3D rendering of the vehicle maintenance facility’s dispatch office
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Street Sweepers: What’s in that material
we collected?
Michael Fraser
Director of Public Works
City of Salina, Kansas
Member, APWA Solid Waste Management Committee

ould you believe the first
street sweeping machine
was patented in 1849
by the inventor, C. S.
Bishop? Even back when horses were
the primary means of transportation,
citizens appreciated clean roadways
in front of their homes and
businesses. We’ve come a long way
since those days in improving the
performance of street sweepers,
but we still face the same question
of what do we do with the waste
material collected from our sweepers?
Before the industrial revolution’s
spread of motorized equipment
across the country and even

afterwards until the early 1960s,
environmental concerns and
practices for handling waste
materials were seldom considered
or practiced. Most people just did
not know about the potential health
and environmental problems that
could develop from improper waste
disposal.
Over the years, waste material
collected from a street sweeper’s
“sweepings” was typically used to fill
in low areas of ground that collected
water, some possibly in wetlands,
in the floodway or floodplain.
Some may have been used to fill
ditches and ravines, and even used

Sweepings are usually collected from street sweepers and transported in dump
trucks to either a temporary holding area or taken to a disposal site.
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as trench backfill. More recently,
sweepings have been used as cover
material at landfills or just pushed
into the landfill working face. Some
operations screen their sweepings
to separate trash from the dirt and
aggregate so the aggregate mix can be
reused as fill on various jobs.
Some of the items found in street
sweepings include dirt, stone, sand,
grass, leaves, salt, and trash (paper,
plastic, metal, glass, dead animals,
needles, etc.). These materials can be
coated with low-level contaminants
such as oil, antifreeze, fuel, grease,
and other materials that have come
off passing vehicles. Some of the less
obvious things found in this material
are heavy metals such as zinc,
copper, and some small amounts of
lead from engine exhaust, as well as
volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
including benzene. Sweepings
usually contain low levels of
chemical compounds associated
with stormwater runoff including
chlorides and deicing chemicals.
Material collected may vary with the
seasons and between residential and
industrial areas. Obviously, street
sweepings collected from off the side
of the road should not be considered
as virgin soil.
Although sweepings contain
some pollutants, federal and state
regulations may allow for their
acceptable disposal and/or reuse.
Sweepings intended for reuse
should be screened to remove trash
and tested to determine the reuse
options. It is possible they can be

used as fill material in some areas.
However, there are some locations we
recommend they not be used, such
as playgrounds, areas where frequent
human contact may occur, near
wetlands, or standing water.
In Kansas, the Kansas Department
of Health and Environment (KDHE)
classifies street sweepings as
“uncontaminated soil” and therefore
not subject to Kansas’ solid waste
disposal regulations, if the litter is
removed. However, management of
uncontaminated soil may be subject
to approvals and/or permits for
placement in floodplains, streams,
and may also need construction
stormwater permits depending upon
the proposed location of placement.
In addition, Kansas does allow
for disposal of street sweepings at
Construction & Demolition Landfills
(C&D Landfills) if litter is removed,
and that concentration of metals,
VOCs, and other compounds are
below regulatory levels. Sweepings
are also allowed with less restriction
at Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
(MSWLF).
Before your operations personnel
decide on what to do with your
street sweepings, you should check

Street sweepings can contain dirt and stone aggregates, trash, heavy metals
from exhaust fumes, VOCs, vehicle fluids, dead animals, and other contaminates associated with stormwater runoff.

the solid waste disposal and reuse
requirements for your state to ensure
compliance with current regulations.
It’s a good idea to test your sweepings
to know for sure what types of
materials your sweepings contain,
so you can better determine what
the allowable options are for proper

disposal. Most locations place street
sweepings into a low-level regulatory
category. The proper management
of this material will help prevent
unnecessary problems in the future
and help improve our environment.
Michael Fraser can be reached at (785)
309-5725 or mike.fraser@salina.org.

Order Custom Bulk
Editorial Reprints
Now that you have been
featured in the APWA
Reporter, why not leverage
this opportunity to promote
your product or service with
custom reprints?

The City of Salina disposes about 1,600 tons of sweepings a year from the approximately 256 miles of paved roads they maintain.

Call our reprint
department at (800) 2590470 for complete details.
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The fascinating history of Fresh Kills
Martin V. Melosi, Ph.D.
Distinguished University Professor
University of Houston, Texas

lthough the public works
community knows Fresh
Kills as possibly the largest
landfill in the world, it
is also a salt marsh, a cemetery,
and a future park. In all of these
ways its history is tightly bound to
Staten Island, the rest of New York
City, and to the larger world of
consumption and waste.
Located along the Fresh Kills Estuary
in northwestern Staten Island, the
landfill blankets about 2,200 acres,
an area of about 3½ square miles or
the size of 1,650 football fields. Over
the course of many decades until
early 2001 it served as the primary
disposal facility for New York City’s
solid waste. Fresh Kills reopened
briefly in late 2001 to provide a
receiving point for human remains
and rubble from the destroyed Twin
Towers of 9/11. Today it is the focus
of a mammoth reclamation project
to turn New York’s major waste
depository into expansive parkland.

Fresh Kills in 1916 to handle a
substantial amount of New York
City’s waste. Reduction plants
transformed refuse into reusable
by-products such as oils, but were
notoriously polluting, belching out
an unbearable stench. The plant
met with violent protests in the socalled “Garbage War,” which ended
when the facility was closed in 1918
by order of the Board of Health.
The battle stimulated serious talk of
secession among Staten Islanders.
New York City returned to ocean
dumping as a consequence of the
closure of the plant, exposing the
failure of the city to develop an
effective alternative disposal plan.
In 1938 New York turned again to
Staten Island, this time exploring
Great Kills as a possible location for
a landfill. A new dispute broke out,

and the plan was aborted. In 1946
Robert Moses, the “master builder”
of New York, recommended that
waste be dumped in the marshes
in Fresh Kills as fill for some future
highway and park projects. Moses
assured the locals that his plan was
a temporary measure only, and in
1948 the filling began. However, the
highway and parkland projects were
never started. What was supposed
to be a short-term process resulted
in the Fresh Kills landfill which
remained open for 63 years.
By the mid-1980s, Fresh Kills
became the city’s sole landfill.
Protests on Staten Island were
ignored for years, and talk about
secession had started again. In the
1990s, the effort to close Fresh Kills
landfill became a political decision—

The story of Fresh Kills is more
than the ascent and demise of
a landfill. Its history involves a
triangular relationship among this
giant disposal complex, the people
and land of Staten Island who were
humiliated by its placement there,
and New Yorkers who demanded
and needed a location for items that
no longer had value.
As a harbinger of things to come,
a large reduction plant was
constructed on Lake’s Island in
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At Fresh Kills, more than 15 million tons of materials were processed, landfilled
and recycled following the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center.

not out of necessity to find another
refuse sink. The Republican mayor
of New York City, Rudolph Giuliani,
was dependent on Staten Island
votes, and urged the closure of the
landfill. An agreement was reached
in Albany in May 1996. In March
2001, with great fanfare, Fresh Kills
was closed.
The al-Qaida terrorists’ attack on
the Twin Towers on September 11,
2001, turned the issue of the closure
of Fresh Kills in a new direction.
The landfill was reopened soon
thereafter and remained so until
June 2002 in order to receive human
remains and debris from the site in
Lower Manhattan. What had been
a garbage dump was now hallowed
ground—a cemetery, a resting
place. While the debris from the
Twin Towers only occupied a small
portion of the landfill site, Fresh
Kills’ identity was altered.
The long-term fate of Fresh Kills was
not bound by the events of 9/11,
however. In 2003 a plan for a worldclass park constructed on the site
of Fresh Kills moved the story of
transformation in another dramatic
direction. Plans called for the world’s
largest reclamation project to consist
of reclaimed wetlands, recreational
facilities, and landscaped public
parkland—and a 9/11 memorial.
What a history: From salt marsh,
to landfill, to hallowed ground, to
environmental reclamation.
Dr. Martin V. Melosi is a Distinguished
University Professor at the University of
Houston in Texas, and author of The
Sanitary City, which received the 2001
PWHS Abel Wolman Award. Melosi
is also editor of the Public Works
Historical Society’s newsletter, Public
Works History. Dr. Melosi can be
reached at mmelosi@uh.edu or
(713) 743-3090.

A cap and trade on solid waste?
A paradigm shift towards a cap and trade-based solid waste system
Jay Marcotte, MPA
Member, APWA Solid Waste Management Committee
Nottingham, New Hampshire

ack in 2009, I decided to go
back and get my master’s
degree in public administration
at Norwich University. Part of
the program requires one to work on
a capstone project that is relevant to
the program and one’s interests. I was
reunited with my past DPW Director
from Nashua, N.H., but instead as my
boss, George Crombie was my teacher
and Capstone Advisor. He challenged
me and all of his students to “think
outside the box,” to evolve and adapt
to the challenges that were laid before
us as public works professionals in
the twenty-first century. For my
capstone, I wanted to come up with
a blueprint that would flip the solid
waste world. At first, it was focused on
a “Nationalized Zero Waste Policy.”
After many drafts, long discussions
and frequent “What ifs” and “What
abouts” and “Why’s” from me,
Professor Crombie and I decided that
the best solid waste program that had
any chance was one based on the cap
and trade system for sulfur emissions.
My capstone is a hypothetical
opinion, an idea based on sound
documented research that challenges
the current solid waste system by
creating one with incentives to reduce
waste from all facets of the industry.

Statement of the problem
Waste is part of our society, and
the industry manages our waste
according to all the federal, state
and local laws and regulations.
The current sanctioned practices
have fostered a societal tolerance of
wasting, as evidenced by the growth
in production and consumption of
“disposable” products and packaging
directly related to our increasing
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population growth. Product-related
wastes generated by society have
increased fifteen-fold since municipal
waste management programs were
introduced in the early twentieth
century; have tripled since 1960; and
increased 20 percent just since 1990.
The idea of “managing” waste is dated
and will not be successful for future
generations. Increased efficiencies
in waste disposal systems and huge
vested interests have worked to
diminish the feedback loop and have
hidden the many immediate and longterm liabilities. These ever-increasing
population and consumption patterns
have many hidden and external costs
that you probably don’t even realize.
Some long-term effects include the
depletion of our limited natural
resources, the disruption and impact
to the environment when these
resources are retrieved. Other factors
are hidden in the products that we
purchase. For example, a full fifty
percent of the solid waste produced
per capita per year is produced by
manufacturing and mining activities.
According to the same set of statistics,
municipal trash only accounts for
about twenty-five percent of the total
solid waste. What this means is that
the item bought today sends two
times as much trash to be disposed of
before the product is used.

The goal
The goal is to steadily reduce the
amount of solid waste produced in
a cost-effective manner. A sound
strategy for implementing any type
of change management in our society
starts by creating awareness and a
sense of urgency for change.

Proposed Solution
What is proposed is implementing
a cap and trade program on waste
production, a system that is
similarly based on the C&T system
on emissions. To set in place a cap
and trade program, Congress would
enact legislation to establish an
economy-wide cap on solid waste,
measured in metric tons, and the
cap would be tightened over time
based on population, efficiencies
and the economy of individual
states. The Environmental Protection
Agency would then auction “waste
allowances” that correspond to the
level of the waste cap.
The program would require each state
to have an allowance for each ton
of their waste. States would acquire
allowances during the initial auction
or by trading for them with other
states. This allowance market would
enable states that are able to reduce
their waste relatively cheaply to sell
allowances to those that are unable
to do so, thereby establishing a
market price for waste. The program
would create an incentive for states
to implement the most cost-effective
waste reduction options and, by
putting a price on the environment,
encourage investments in new
technologies in recycling, reduction
and reuse.
A cap and trade program would
require a strong institutional
framework to function well. The
regulatory authority would be the
EPA, which will play a critical role in
ensuring that the program achieves
its waste reduction role, and will

have to work in close consultation
with states, policymakers and the
regulatory entity that will oversee
the waste trading market. Strict
monitoring and enforcement of
standards for offsets will be necessary,
and a trustworthy fiduciary entity
must oversee the disbursement of
the auction revenues from the sale of
allowances.
Cap and trade does not change
the current solid waste system; it
just makes it more efficient with
incentives to reduce. By using
historical data, states would be based
on per unit pricing; a polluter pays
structure based on per ton of waste
produced. These figures would be
based on population (consumer/
industry density) and figures
obtained from each state’s weights
and measures (records management
department). This data would be used
as the foundation in implementing
compliance and enforcement for
C&T.
The “cap” would limit the amount
of waste a state can produce (based
on population). This cap is the only
mechanism for ensuring a total limit
on waste production. This cap is set
for the waste industry as a whole.
The cap on wastes at point of entry
sources (landfills, incinerators) in
this proposal would limit the total
waste produced. Each small state
would have a “waste permit” for
every ton of waste that enters a
landfill or incinerator. These permits
set an enforceable limit, or cap, on
the amount of waste that the state
is allowed to dispose of. Over time,
the limits become stricter, allowing
less and less waste, until the ultimate
reduction goal is met. This is similar
to the cap and trade program enacted
by the Clean Air Act of 1990, which
reduced the sulfur emissions that
cause acid rain, and it met the goals
at a much lower cost than industry or
government predicted.

Nominations for National Board Positions
APWA is soliciting nominations
for national offices for the August
2012-August 2013 year. Step forward
and offer your expertise to your
profession.
Contact your local chapter to let
them know you have an interest
in serving. Information on
appointments may be obtained
The “trade” would be relatively
cheaper or easier for some states to
reduce their solid waste below their
required limit than others. These
more efficient states, that dispose of
less than their allowance, can sell
their extra permits (tons) to states
that are not able to make reductions
as easily. This creates a system that
guarantees a set level of overall
reductions, while rewarding the
most efficient states and ensuring
that the cap can be met at the lowest
possible cost to the economy. The
cost of buying and selling these
credits would be determined by the
marketplace, which over time would
reduce the cost of trading the credits
as trading becomes more widespread
and efficient. Revenues from
auction trading would essentially be
“recycled” back into the economy to
facilitate the transition to an efficient,
lower waste-producing economy and
ensure that consumers are not unduly
burdened by potentially higher costs
to manage their waste.

The importance of this system
for the future
This proposed system does come
with many challenges—challenges
in infrastructure, enforcement,
monitoring and reporting, training
and industry buy-in, to name a few.
My capstone logically challenges
ways to make these development
opportunities work. A C&T-based
solid waste system is a goal that is
economical, efficient and visionary;

from Cindy Long at National
Headquarters, clong@apwa.
net or (800) 848-APWA, ext.
5220. Nominations must arrive at
headquarters by close of business
April 2, 2012. Ballots will be posted
online July 6, with an August 3
deadline. The 2012-2013 APWA
Board of Directors will be introduced
at the 2012 Congress in Anaheim.
to guide society in changing their
lifestyle, habits and practices to
emulate sustainable natural cycles,
where all discarded materials are
designed to become resources for
others to use. A C&T-based solid
waste system means influencing the
designing and managing of products
and processes to systematically
avoid and eliminate the volume
and toxicity of waste and materials,
conserve and recover all resources,
and eventually move away from the
practice of burning or burying them.
Implementing a C&T-based solid
waste system will limit discharges to
land, water or air that are a threat
to environmental, human, animal
and plant health. Holistically, a
C&T-based solid waste system would
encourage the redesign of the current,
one-way industrial system into a
circular system modeled on nature’s
successful strategies. It challenges
governments to implement sound
regulations and policies that the
market can use as a point of reference.
It challenges badly designed
production systems that “use too
many natural resources to make too
few people more productive.” By
implementing a C&T-based solid
waste system, it would significantly
help achieve an economy that
operates efficiently, sustains good
jobs, and provides a measure of selfsufficiency.
Jay Marcotte can be reached at
marcotte23@gmail.com.
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Recycling means business: Connecticut signals
food scrap recycling facilities are welcome
Diane Duva
Assistant Director, Waste Engineering and Enforcement Division
CT Department of Energy and Environmental Protection
Hartford, Connecticut
onnecticut is sending a clear
signal that the state is open
for business, especially when
it comes to the food scrap
recycling business. Governor Malloy
signed Public Act 11-217* into law
last spring, sending a message that
Connecticut wants organics recycling
facilities to operate in Connecticut.

•

The new law makes simple but
important changes to advance
statewide recycling goals by
strengthening Connecticut’s
infrastructure for recycling commercial
food residuals. The law simply requires
that certain large commercial food
scrap generators divert food residuals
to recycling facilities, thus assuring
potential investors that there will be
no shortage of feedstock if a facility is
constructed.

The environmental benefits of
a statewide network of organics
recycling facilities are important.
Capturing and recycling the food
residuals segment of the waste stream
means we will divert organic materials
from resource recovery facilities and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions from
traveling to more distant recyclers.
The use of soil amendments produced
through recycling can help control
soil erosion and improve the overall
health of our soils allowing for
reduced or elimination of chemical
fertilizers and pesticides.

Purpose and Expectations of the Law
The purpose of the law is to
incentivize companies to establish
facilities in Connecticut so that
businesses will have the option
to reduce the costs of disposal
by recycling food scrap rather
than disposing of it. Connecticut
anticipates the law to integrate the
environmental benefits of food waste
recycling and the economic value of
capturing this material. Specifically,
the law is expected to:
•
•

Save businesses money through
avoided disposal cost savings;
Promote clean energy investments
because it provides certainty of
feedstock to businesses employing
anaerobic digestion for the
purpose of turning greenhouse
gases into clean energy;
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•

Encourage businesses to locate in
Connecticut and therefore create
jobs;
Get a valuable resource out of our
trash and into local commerce
as valuable products such as
compost and clean energy.

Environmental Value with Economic
Development Opportunity

Economic development opportunities
exist by providing fuel for clean
energy anaerobic digestion plants
and composting facilities as well as
creating a marketable commercial
product for local retailers, and making
it economically sensible for existing
businesses to separate food scraps for
recycling rather than disposal. The law
provides certainty and predictability
to potential new businesses
considering establishing operations
in Connecticut because it guarantees
feedstock (materials) and properly
conveys the importance of such a
facility to the state, both of which are
important elements when securing
financing.

Target Sectors
The law applies to large-scale
businesses that generate more than
104 tons of food scrap per year (about
two tons per week), specifically:
•

Commercial food wholesalers or
distributors,

•

Industrial food manufacturers or
processors,

•

Supermarkets (large stores,
typically with 69 employees or
more),

•

Resorts and conference centers.

While these target sectors produce
the largest share of commercial food
residuals, any commercial entity may
choose to deliver their food scrap to
a recycling facility. The expectation is
that once such facilities exist in the
state the choice to recycle food scrap
will be a simple economic decision, as
the fee charged by food scrap recyclers
is expected to be lower than the fees
charged by resource recovery facilities
and landfills.
The law does not apply to
municipalities, hospitals or schools,
because they are not commercial
generators, though such institutions
are encouraged to recycle food scrap
since it will save money through
reduced disposal costs and keep
materials in the stream of commerce
rather than the waste stream. The
expectation is that municipalities
will benefit from the collection
and processing infrastructure
that will be developed to serve
the commercial generators, with
municipal institutions such as schools
subsequently becoming sought-after
customers.

Currently there is only one permitted
permanent food waste recycling
facility and one demonstration scale
facility in Connecticut. Therefore, as
a matter of fairness and reasonable
implementation, the law requires
commercial generators to divert
waste to recyclers only upon the
establishment of at least two permitted
composting facilities in the state that
can handle the quantity of material
generated from the four target sectors
mentioned above. This means that
the combined capacity of two or more
food scrap recycling facilities needs to
accommodate annual processing of
between 71,000 and 125,000 tons of
food scrap per year.
Further, to focus on the need to close
the recycling facility infrastructure
gap before requiring participation,
the law provides that a commercial
food residuals generator is not
required to divert their food scrap to
a recycling facility if there is not a
recycling facility within 20 miles of the
generator, or if they are composting
onsite. Additionally, if a generator is
already recycling food scrap, they will
not be required to change the facility
to which they are taking food scrap.

	
  

than 13%. Collectively, food residuals,
other organics, and compostable
paper (soiled, waxed, or otherwise
unrecyclable) together represent about
one-third of the total solid waste sent
to resource recovery facilities.

to move Connecticut to its vision
of reducing the amount of waste it
disposes and treating the waste that it
generates as a resource.

Finally, Connecticut’s Solid Waste
Management Plan identifies an order
of priority for managing solid wastes
that gives priority to reduction,
reuse, recycling, composting, and
energy recovery before land disposal.
Further, both the state’s Solid Waste
Management Plan and Climate
Change Action Plan identify food scrap
recycling as an important strategy to
avoid the need for additional landfills
and resource recovery facilities and to
reduce emissions.

Diane Duva can be reached at (860) 4243271 or diane.duva@ct.gov. Additional
information can be found though the
Solid Waste Management Advisory
Committee web page http://www.ct.gov/
dep/SWAdvComm and the state’s Solid
Waste Management Plan www.ct.gov/
dep/swmp.

Key Steps
Connecticut took three key steps prior
to passing this law. First, Connecticut
created a GIS-based map and database
of large-scale food scrap generators in
the state. This demonstrated that the
volume from the largest commercial
sectors would be sufficient and the
location of the generators would be
concentrated enough for full-scale
facilities to function efficiently.
Second, Connecticut conducted
a Waste Characterization Study
documenting how much food scrap
is thrown away (not donated or
recycled) in Connecticut. The study
found that food scraps are the single
most common potentially recyclable
material, by weight, in the current
solid waste disposal stream. Food scrap
accounts for about 321,481 tons per
year of the state’s solid waste, or more

Summary
Connecticut’s Solid Waste Management
Plan establishes that recycling and
composting have the greatest potential

This law helps the Connecticut
food industry, a large and vital part
of Connecticut’s economy, to save
money in disposal costs, and it
will help generate new economic
development in organics recycling.
It will help keep a resource out
of our waste stream and into the
stream of commerce where it
belongs. Municipalities will benefit
from the collection and processing
infrastructure that will be developed
to serve the commercial generators,
creating opportunities for all.

* The link provides the text of the law
and the history of the bill as it became
a law, as well as other information,
such as public hearing testimony
submitted by this department and
others, including the supermarket
trade association, the CT Food
Association, which supported
the bill.

	
  

Source: CT Statewide Solid Waste Composition and Characterization Study Final
Report 2009 – Table 6
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Recycling made easy for municipalities
Andrew Radin
Director of Recycling and Waste Reduction
The Onondaga County Resource Recovery Agency
North Syracuse, New York
he Onondaga County Resource
Recovery Agency (OCRRA)
is a nonprofit public benefit
corporation created by the
New York State Legislature in 1990,
and manages a comprehensive solid
waste program that replaced a system
of local town “dumps” that were
ordered closed by NYSDEC in the
1970s and ’80s. OCRRA enjoys a welldeserved reputation for being on the
forefront of environmentally sound
waste management practices. In the
past 24 months, OCRRA, located
in central New York, received eight
awards from a variety of organizations,
including the Solid Waste Association
of North America (SWANA), the U.S.
Composting Council, the American
Forest and Paper Association,
and the NY State Department
of Environmental Conservation
(NYSDEC), all recognizing the
Agency’s efforts for environmental
excellence. In the last 20 years,
OCRRA’s board of citizen volunteers
and employee teams have devoted
countless hours to the development
and successful implementation of
programs and policies for the proper
management of solid waste on behalf
of 33 municipalities in the county,
including the City of Syracuse.

OCRRA provides a wide range of waste
disposal, recycling and environmental
services to local residents, schools
and businesses. OCRRA coordinates
an award-winning public education
program that prevents more than
500,000 tons of materials from
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entering the waste stream every
year, resulting in a recycling rate of
60 percent. There is also a Waste-toEnergy Facility, operated by Covanta
Energy, that processes more than
300,000 tons of municipal solid
waste annually. The facility generates
enough energy to serve between
30,000 and 35,000 homes in the
county with electricity each year;
more than 5.5 million barrels of oil
have been saved in the last decade,
which otherwise would have been
consumed to produce this amount of
electrical power.
Other elements of OCRRA’s integrated
solid waste management system
include:
•

Two compost sites that process
yard waste from the community,
as well as thousands of pounds of
food waste from institutional and
commercial generators;

•

Regular household hazardous
waste collection events;

•

Annual community shredding
events to recycle confidential
documents and help residents
avoid identify theft;

•

An annual Earth Day litter
cleanup that mobilizes thousands
of environmentally-minded
volunteers in the removal of
100,000 pounds of litter—nearly
two million pounds have been
picked up to date;

•

Ongoing collection of mercury
thermometers and thermostats for
proper disposal; and

•

An aggressive household battery
collection effort, in collaboration
with Wegmans supermarkets and

Call2Recycle®, North America’s
most prominent battery recycling
program.
The Agency’s services are primarily
supported through tip fees charged to
waste haulers at the Waste-to-Energy
facility, and through the generation
of electricity, sold to National Grid.
OCRRA is not a branch of county
government and receives no direct
tax support.
OCRRA has increasingly found that
partnering with community members,
other nonprofits, local businesses and
municipal governments has become
the key to successfully executing its
many programs and services. One
example of how the group has utilized
product stewardship is demonstrated
by its rechargeable battery recycling
program, which began almost 20 years
ago and grows more successful each
year.
OCRRA initiated a community-wide
household battery collection effort
in the mid-1990s. The community
embraced the battery collection
program from the start when a
July curbside collection was first
launched. Residents simply viewed
it as another opportunity to prevent
potentially hazardous materials from
going into the trash. Over the course
of time, OCRRA has enhanced the
convenience of battery collection
by accepting batteries at OCRRA’s
three annual household hazardous
waste collection events, as well as
on an ongoing basis at OCRRA’s
transfer station, and through a
unique collaboration with Wegmans
supermarkets.

In 2009, when government operations
were thrown into economic crisis
mode, the OCRRA Board began
crunching numbers and evaluating
its many programs, including that
for recycling batteries, to reduce
expenses without compromising
its efficiency and efficacy. By that
time, Call2Recycle’s rechargeable
battery recycling program—the only
free rechargeable battery and cell
phone collection program in North
America—had a strong presence
in the area, and OCRRA had been
supporting and promoting the
program to consumers and businesses
in Onondaga County for years. After
years of promoting Call2Recycle’s
drop-off locations, OCRRA’s team
realized that a formal partnership
would offer significant financial
savings as well as widen the scope of
its battery recycling efforts.
Because the Call2Recycle program
is free, OCRRA saved thousands of
dollars by taking part. Call2Recycle’s
experience and resources easily
met United States Department of
Transportation (DOT) regulations
regarding transport and cartage
of batteries, allowing OCRRA to
continue the flow of these materials
without incurring additional costs for
transportation.
Call2Recycle’s familiarity with the
community also went a long way
in assisting OCRRA with one of the
biggest challenges in maintaining
its battery recycling program. Public
education is always a challenge for
any solid waste agency. Changing
human behavior can be expensive
and difficult. One of the ways OCRRA
addressed that challenge was to
make battery collection as simple
and convenient as possible; there
is a battery collection station in
the entryway of all nine Wegmans
supermarkets serving Onondaga
County. Residents can drop off
their batteries when they do their
grocery shopping, and OCRRA
collects the batteries (using 30-gallon

plastic barrels) on a weekly basis.
The program is highlighted on the
organization’s website at www.OCRRA.
org, in its quarterly newsletter and in
regular e-mail blasts to residents.
Nearly 16,000 pounds of rechargeables
were collected in Onondaga County
in 2011 through the OCRRA program
and through some 50 local retailers
that independently participate in the
Call2Recycle system, saving more than
$6,000. This has been particularly
important since a new law went into
effect statewide on December 5, 2011,
requiring all New York retailers that
sell rechargeable batteries to accept
used rechargeable batteries from
consumers during normal business
hours. Call2Recycle receives the
rechargeable batteries collected from
the drop-off points and ensures proper
transport, disposal and recycling
through its own network of partners.
OCRRA supports extended producer
responsibility and Onondaga
County’s battery recycling program
is an excellent example of how
manufacturers can take responsibility
for end-of-life management of their
products, as well as demonstrating
that throughout the supply chain
there is a role for others (including
the consumer and the government) to
play.
The OCRRA system, founded upon its
relationship with the County’s towns,
villages, and City of Syracuse, is an
outstanding example of governmental
consolidation. And, through its
partnerships with the business
community, OCRRA continues to
develop cost-effective techniques
for managing a successful recycling
program. There is no doubt the
OCRRA system has achieved more
through this collaboration than if
all the entities had been working
separately.
Andrew Radin can be reached at aradin@
ocrra.org.

Steps to setting up a battery
recycling program:
•

Quantify the materials that
will be handled. For example,
Onondaga County generates
about 0.3 pounds of household
alkaline batteries and 0.03
pounds of rechargeable batteries
per person.

•

Determine how the batteries
will ultimately be managed; for
OCRRA the rechargeable batteries
are recycled, at no cost, through
the Call2Recycle program.
Currently, OCRRA landfills all
of the alkaline batteries at a cost
of about $0.04 per pound, plus
transport, but hopes to recycle
those batteries in the near future
if a proposed national program
is successfully developed by U.S.
primary battery manufacturers.

•

Determine collection/drop-off
points for the batteries, and
whether pick-up provisions will
need to be made.

•

Be aware of regulatory
considerations! To prevent
possible on-the-road combustion
events, the U.S DOT prohibits
the transport of different battery
chemistries combined in a load;
certain exemptions exist for
municipal entities, however.
More information is available
at: http://hazmat.dot.gov/
HMpubsreview/docs/shipBatt.pdf.

•

How will you sort the alkalines
from the rechargeables? While
residents can do a presort at
OCRRA’s battery collection
stations at Wegmans, OCRRA
pays ARC of Onondaga, a human
service agency serving people
with developmental disabilities,
about $0.09 per pound to further
sort all the batteries that are
collected to ensure that different
chemistries are not transported
together before OCRRA’s final
dispossession.
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Fueling Phoenix’s past, present and future
Lane Moulton
Fleet Analyst
Fleet Services Division
City of Phoenix, Arizona
cross the nation, many
public works professionals
have made conscientious
efforts to adopt sustainability
measures. The City of Phoenix has
pursued a similar commitment
to sustainability with a diverse
alternative fuel program. The
objectives for Phoenix have been a
reduced dependence on foreign oil,
a desire to protect the environment,
and a diversity of fuels to control price
volatility.
At present, the City of Phoenix has
over 1,400 vehicles capable of using
E85 fuel, 1,198 vehicles utilizing B20
biodiesel, and 963 CNG (Compressed
Natural Gas) vehicles. Additionally,
the City’s Public Transit Department
utilizes over 305 Liquefied Natural
Gas-powered buses. Concurrently, the
City is continuing efforts to maintain
and/or expand the use of each
alternative fuel.

Although the availability of CNGpowered vehicles declined in the
early to mid-2000s, the City of
Phoenix remains optimistic on
the future of CNG. According to
Dan Berlenbach, Maintenance
Superintendent for Phoenix, “The
use of CNG within the refuse fleet
no longer carries the risk that it
once did and has become a proven
technology, gaining widespread use.
We do, however, still need to work
through the challenges of [updating]
older shops and retrofitting for safe
maintenance of these vehicles.”
According to Gregg Duckett, Public
Works Operations Manager for
Phoenix, CNG is typically lower in
cost and has fewer price fluctuations
in comparison to diesel fuel.
Currently, the City of Phoenix is

piloting six side-loading refuse trucks
within Phoenix neighborhoods.
The 27- and 31-yard trucks are
powered by the Cummins ISL-G
engines and have been in service for
approximately one year. Phoenix has
aggressive productivity requirements
for refuse trucks and these six test
trucks have been meeting these
service demands.
With the current success of the
pilot program, Phoenix is preparing
to install additional CNG fueling
infrastructure at one of its major
service centers, with planned future
expansion to the remaining service
centers. Likewise, the City has
planned to implement additional
CNG-powered refuse trucks when
their diesel-powered counterparts are

CNG Power
At the inception of the Alternative
Fuel Program in the mid-1990s, the
City of Phoenix began its journey
with the use of CNG. The program
was implemented to support a state
mandate requiring that 75% of the
City’s vehicle fleet be alternative fuel
vehicles. This mandate was the result
of federal and state goals to reduce
our dependence on foreign oil and
reduce air pollution. To achieve the
established goal, the City invested
in CNG fueling infrastructure and
purchased CNG vehicles to provide
services to the residents of Phoenix.
At its peak in 2008, over 50% percent
of the City’s light-duty fleet vehicles
operated on CNG.
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One of the 27-yard CNG refuse pilot trucks used by the City of Phoenix

Additional Measures
Although the City of Phoenix
remains dedicated to keep a green
fleet, the City has also requested
private vendors bidding on contracts
with the City to implement green
measures within their own fleet. At
Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport, ground
transportation vendors are required
to use low-emission vehicles. As a
direct result of the above policy, taxi
companies opened an E85 fueling
facility that is available to taxi
companies, the Aviation Department,
and to the general public.

A CNG-powered airport shuttle bus used to transport passengers between
terminals and the Phoenix Light Rail system

decommissioned from service. The
expansion of the CNG refuse truck
fleet will complement the current
natural gas bus fleet currently used
within the City’s Aviation and Transit
Departments.

B20
A second sustainability measure
included the implementation of using
a 20 percent biodiesel and 80 percent
ultra-low sulfur diesel mix, commonly
called “B20.” Phoenix has observed
little difference in equipment fuel
economy and maintenance/operating
costs with the use of B20.
“Switching to B20 was a simple
decision that made sense,” said
Duckett. “We have encouraged other
municipalities to join our efforts in
reducing pollution and petroleum
consumption.”

with production occurring within the
state of Arizona.

Commencing production in August
2007, Pinal Energy is an Arizonabased production plant that produces
approximately 50 million gallons of
ethanol annually. The production
plant, located in Maricopa, Arizona,
provides jobs for 45 Arizona
residents.
Of the 1,400-plus flex-fuel vehicles,
over 70% are used by vehicles
patrolling the streets of Phoenix.
Similar to the implementation
of B20, the City of Phoenix has
observed few operational and
maintenance cost issues.

A second requirement of the City and
City vendors competing for refuse
and recycling includes a mandate
to operate 10% of their vehicles on
alternative fuel. Both requirements
ensure that the City and private
vendors are extending a high level of
corporate social responsibility to the
citizens of Phoenix.
The City of Phoenix is confident
the measures taken are necessary
to reduce pollution, reduce our
dependence on foreign oil, and
remain an agency that shows
dedication to preserving the
quality of life for people who live,
work and play within the Phoenix
metropolitan area.
For additional information, please
contact Gregg Duckett, Public Works
Operations Manager, at (602) 2618068 or gregg.duckett@phoenix.gov.

E85
The most recent City endeavor
with alternative fuels includes the
construction of five E85 fuel sites,
which provide a blend of 85 percent
ethanol and 15 percent unleaded fuel
to fuel over 1,400 City “flex-fuel”
vehicles. In addition to environmental
benefits, E85 has significant
sustainability and economic benefits

Flex-Fuel patrol vehicles used by Phoenix Police Officers. Over 70% of the City’s
Flex-Fuel vehicles are used by the City of Phoenix Police Department.
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Mike Adams, Bartlett,
TN, recently wrote,
“Does anybody have
any experience with
outsourcing the reading
of water meters? We have
approximately 20,000 meters
in our system and I would
like to know the pros and
cons and costs associated with
outsourcing this service.”
A couple of suggestions,
thanks to one of our
members, include hiring a
local private sector company
or using temporary agency staff.
While using cost per meter read done
by the local private sector employees
was higher, the agency felt the higher
performance and reliability they
provided outweighed the additional
cost. With the second option, using
temporary staffing to complete the
task, was lower than using their
own employees, the added benefit
was that performance and reliability
were much improved. One drawback
of this method was the need to
provide training on the routes when
temporary workers changed positions.
Sometimes just discussing what
the options are so that employees
realize you might be considering the
change is enough to improve job
performance!
“Our city is talking
about changing from
family, medical leave
and vacation to Paid
Time Off (PTO). Can you tell
me what the advantages and
disadvantages might be?”
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Historically, employers have
given a specific number of
hours per month, or days
per year, that can be used
for family or personal illness or
medical appointments, and another
block of time is designed to be used
for vacation time for the employee.
For years, the two have been
interchangeable, depending on how
closely they are monitored by human
resource staff and the definition
assigned by the employee handbook.
In this scenario, you could take “sick”
leave to go to the doctor or dentist,
possibly take a family member to
the doctor, and stay at home if
you are ill. Frequently, that gets
stretched because no one questions
the employee unless they are out for
an extended time (long enough for
a cruise to the Bahamas), vice versa,
vacation could only be taken for that
purpose. If you used all of that, then
you had to take time off without pay
and could not use sick leave for that
purpose. Many agencies have adopted
the PTO which entails earning your
leave time and having it placed into
one pot and you determine how you
use the time off. Some places really
like that and the employees enjoy
the flexibility. One of the benefits to
the governing body is that benefits
that are allowed to accrue beyond
the current fiscal year would be paid
out in the current salary scale rather
than what it was when it was earned.
It’s gaining popularity and is a local
agency decision.
“When does the need
to increase revenues
come into conflict with
the existing esthetics

and the desire to protect our
architecture from vandals or
others who appear to cheapen
the area?”
What’s that old saying, “Your
freedom ends at the end of
my nose.” Meaning, more
or less, that many people
think any plan that doesn’t directly
assault you should be fair game. Oft
times decisions that are made are
made from the level of desperation
rather than one of clear thinking.
It’s one thing when publicly owned
stadiums and arenas are “sold out”
to the highest bidder so their name
will be well publicized. One could
rationalize that using the money
for that form of name-recognition
advertising is justified because it
helps to pay the outstanding debt
on the structure. However, is it going
too far afield when cities sell direct
advertising on the sides of bridges or
other publicly owned infrastructure?
For several years we have seen the
“wrapping” of telecommunications
or traffic signal boxes or solid waste
containers as a positive because
they were smaller, often located on
street corners or along sidewalks or
yards where they were unattractive
and graffiti was often a source of
frustration. Even ads there seemed to
be a part of community betterment
rather than out of place; it was better
than what we had. Public Transit has
sold ads for years. Now, though, one
major city is selling advertising space
on bridges built by world-renowned
architects many years ago. As you
could imagine, residents are not
handling the issue very well. Those
who find this an offensive practice

believe there’s a crucial difference
between placing a corporate logo on a
garbage can and plastering something
so seemingly out of context with the
structure, on a priceless city icon. The
thought is the historic landmark is
civic art that shares the city’s pride
and aspirations and should not be
subject to commercial “clutter.” How
much is it worth to your community?
I’d suggest you hold many public
meetings to solicit input before you
commit to something that may really
upset the community.
“Call me old fashioned,
but am I the only person
who has concerns about
encouraging all our
residents and all their friends
to be using every facet of
the social media networks to
communicate with us at city
hall? Aren’t there things that
could be compromised if the
wrong people were able to hack
into our systems?”
More often than not, I’m
accused of being not only
old fashioned but a dinosaur

when it comes to the utilization of
social media programs. We hear over
and over how essential it is for us
to communicate with our younger
generation and they can only do that
through social media. While it may
be true that they would prefer to use
this format, government organizations
and information technology experts
for governmental agencies are now
warning these groups to be aware
that, as is always the case, even
this well-intentioned programming
choice is subject to cyber security. The
Multi-State Information Sharing and
Analysis Center issued their recent
annual report suggesting that public
officials remain on high alert to these
issues. According to their report, the
number of new types of malicious
software programs and websites
increases by millions every year and
their automation and sophistication
continues to increase. The use of
mobile devices and the number
of applications that run on them
continue to grow. Experts believe
the attacks by cybercriminals will
increase significantly as they go after
the operating systems that run the
phones and tablet PCs. Cyber protests

launched by socially or politically
motivated activists are on the rise
and spam campaigns and denial-ofservice attacks are frequently launched
against both public- and private-sector
organizations. Because social media
networks are growing so quickly, and
since they are considered trustworthy
sites, they are an attractive target
for cybercriminals who run scams.
These are just a few of the issues to
remember as you continue rolling out
more and more of your information
to more and more users. This is not
saying it’s a bad thing! This is saying
be certain you are aware of the
negative uses that could be installed.
If you’re interested in reading the
report, you can find it at
www.msisac.org.

Ask Ann
Please address all inquiries to:
Ann Daniels
Director of Credentialing
APWA, 2345 Grand Blvd., Suite 700
Kansas City, MO 64108-2625
Fax questions to: (816) 472-1610
E-mail: adaniels@apwa.net

DON’T MISS THIS CHANCE
…to get in the APWA Reporter’s Annual Buyer’s
Guide and Facilities & Grounds issue
Don’t miss this opportunity to advertise in the April
“Buyer’s Guide” issue, which will give you a direct contact
with the leaders in the industry. In addition, the April issue
is our annual “Facilities & Grounds” issue, and our members
will be looking to the issue for information on facility
maintenance, grounds management and urban forestry.
The deadline to reserve your space is March 7;
the materials are due by March 9.
Bonus: Advertise and we’ll provide you with a
free listing in our “Products in the News” column!

Call Amanda or Kristen at (800) 800-0341.
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Products in the News

Fabric buildings incorporating structural steel
beams from Legacy Building Solutions

BLACK-MAX™: Stops rust dead in its tracks!
BLACK-MAX™

Combining superior
quality rigid frame
engineering with
the proven benefits
of tension fabric,
Legacy Building
Solutions introduces
the industry’s first line
of fabric buildings
to incorporate
structural steel beams instead of open web trusses.
This new engineering design provides a cost-effective and
innovative building solution. Legacy buildings utilize
a durable rigid frame in place of the hollow-tube, open
web truss framing traditionally used for fabric buildings.
Unlike hollow tube steel, Legacy’s solid structural steel
beams are not vulnerable to unseen corrosion originating
inside a tube. Additionally, the structural steel has multiple
coating options, including hot dip galvanizing, red oxide
primer and powder coat paint. Visit our website, www.
legacybuildingsolutions.com, or call us at (877) 259-1528
to learn more.

Cathodic Rust
Arrester is an
environmentally
responsible alternative to
hazardous sandblasting
and repainting of
rusty surfaces. Simply
brush, spray or roll
BLACK-MAX onto a
rusty surface and its
co-polymer technology
will transform the existing rust into a black polymer
coating. This coating stops the rusting process completely
and creates a beautiful black surface that you can leave
unfinished or paint over, it’s up to you. No rust bleedthrough! For more information, call RHOMAR at (800)
688-6221.

Vaisala
Condition
Patrol
Vaisala
Condition
Patrol is the
first-of-its-kind
mobile weather
system that collects
information never
before collected from a single solution. The Condition
Patrol uses sensors that have been trusted for many years
by maintenance operators around the world. The system
collects the data and displays it on a smart phone on the
dashboard of the vehicle. The data can also be brought
back through the phone’s mobile network to be displayed
in Vaisala’s road weather management software for the
viewing by others in the agency. For more information on
the Condition Patrol, visit our website at www.vaisala.com.
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Blast protection from Hygard® Sentinel
Bayer
MaterialScience
LLC’s Hygard®
Sentinel
technology sets a
new level of blast
protection for
both personnel
and facilities
to save lives
and promote
operational continuity. U.S. Department of Homeland
Security certified as a Developmental Anti-Terrorism
Technology, it can withstand shock waves at blast levels
up to 30 percent above the toughest U.S. government
standards (e.g., from a blast from 2,000 pounds of TNT
at 80 feet). Hygard® Sentinel’s transparent and highperformance laminate is a cost-effective and aesthetically
pleasing solution for both new construction and
retrofitting existing structures. It is especially useful for
buildings without desired set-back distance. For more
information, call Roger Rumer at (412) 777-5639 or visit
www.bmsnafta.com.

Safety coins decrease accidents for industrial
and commercial facilities

Carlon® Flex-Plus® Electrical Non-Metallic Tubing
saves time and costs

Custom safety
coins, available from
Osborne Coinage
Company, help to
raise awareness of
safety at industrial
and commercial
facilities by providing
a tangible reminder
each time they are seen
with pocket change.
Companies that have
used safety coins report fewer lost-time accidents, fewer
workers’ compensation claims, and fewer motor vehicle
accidents—which correspondingly lowers insurance
premiums. Employee benefits included better on-time
performance and better morale among others. At TECO
Peoples Gas, preventable accidents dropped by 30% and
workers’ compensation claims dropped by 75%. Due to
the lower number of claims, insurance premiums have
dropped, thus increasing profits. For more information
on using custom coins, call (866) 274-0868 or visit www.
osbornecoin.com.

Carlon® Flex-Plus®
Electrical NonMetallic Tubing
(ENT) and accessories
from Thomas & Betts
require less time to
install than traditional
conduit systems,
enabling savings in
labor and cost. Available
in Carlon Blue™, the
non-metallic flexible
raceway is designed for use in walls, floor and nonplenum ceilings. Carlon® Flex-Plus® ENT™ is lightweight,
flexible (it can be bent by hand) and free of sharp edges,
all of which reduce the time required for installation.
“Quick Connect” accessories also contribute to reduced
installation time. “Carlon® Flex-Plus® ENT™ is easier
to pull wire through,” said Dave Maccarone, Product
Manager for Thomas & Betts. “Field tests show that it
takes only a minute and a half to push three No. 12 wires
through 40 feet of half-inch ENT with the equivalent
of four 90-degree bends.” For more information about
Carlon® Flex-Plus® ENT™ and accessories, call (800) 8167809 or visit www.tnb.com.

Management training for AWPs
AWPT, the
North American
subsidiary of the
International
Powered Access
Federation
(IPAF), has
launched a new
aerial work
platform
(AWP)
training course aimed at enabling supervisors and
managers to prepare for and safely coordinate various
types of AWPs onsite. The one-day AWPs for Managers
course provides attendees with the basic information
every manager should know about planning, selecting and
preparing for the use of AWPs on sites, from paperwork
to logistics. This includes regulations, recognition and
avoidance of hazards, risk assessment, and looking at
the various types of AWPs available and what they are
best suited for. The course does not qualify attendees to
operate AWPs. However, attendees will receive instruction
and training that will allow them to effectively address
all aspects of AWP safe use on their projects. For more
information on this new course offering, send e-mail to
tony.groat@awpt.org.

Brokk launches new Brokk 100 Demolition
Machine at World of Concrete
Brokk AB, the
world’s leading
manufacturer of
remote controlled
demolition
machines, officially
introduced the
Brokk 100
Demolition
Machine during a press conference at the World
of Concrete in Las Vegas. Featuring a more compact
design, yet 35-percent greater breaking power, the
all-new Brokk 100 replaces the best-selling Brokk 90
machine. The compact design of the Brokk 100 permits
operation in the tightest, most confined spaces. The lowprofile configuration, less than four feet high, allows
access into smaller openings, while the lower center
of gravity provides greater stability. Improved driving
capabilities further enable the machine to offer smooth
transportation and operation on the most challenging
jobsites. For more information, call (800) 621-7856 or
visit the website at www.brokk.com.
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30-hour mobile lighting system utilizes highefficiency LEDs

Higher efficiency in snow throwers leads to
more choice for small equipment operators

LA LED, Louisiana
manufacturer of LED
lighting systems, has
partnered with HK
Services of Lafayette,
Louisiana to produce a
sophisticated portable
high-efficiency
lighting trailer. The
mobile lighting system
is rated at 35,000
lumens and has true three-day autonomy without wind
or sun. Robert Owens, President of LA LED, commented,
“Completely mobile, the trailer incorporates four solar
panels and is approximately 21 feet long, with a wind
turbine and light head mounted on a 25-foot telescoping
boom. LA LED lighting provides a full-color spectrum,
clean white light and has a life expectancy of 50,000 hours
(approximately 12 to 15 years).” Also included is a wind
turbine that charges 24 hours a day…light output is 35,000
lumens. The mobile unit can be set up by one man (five
minutes), is easy to tow, and is equipped with rugged largesize tires. For additional information and to inquire about
purchase or lease, contact LA LED at (888) 347-9295.

Simplicity and
maintainability attract
many equipment
operators to
hydraulically driven
attachments, but the
extra demand for
engine horsepower has
limited their use to
heavy tractors as the
prime movers. With
the newest models of
single-stage snow
throwers from REIST Industries, however, hydraulic
drive is now a viable choice for operators of skid steers and
smaller telehandlers or tractors. “Whether you prefer PTO
power or hydraulic, our latest single-stage throwers require
20% less horsepower than conventional two-stage snow
blowers,” says Brian Reist of REIST Industries. “That 20%
power bonus makes it possible for us to offer hydraulic
drive kits that operate efficiently on skid steers as small
35 HP.” For more information, call (519) 669-1501 or visit
www.reistindustries.com.

New Valspar traffic, marking and line saving
paints make long-lasting impressions
As the weather gets
warmer, it will be time to
paint, or repaint, those
markings on concrete,
asphalt and grass that
will have faded or
disappeared during the
course of the winter.
Valspar’s water-based
Traffic Paint, Marking
Paint and Line Saving
Paint are the choice of
professionals when it
comes to long-lasting performance paints that dry fast
and look perfect the first time. “Valspar’s traffic, marking
and line saving paints are the ideal solutions when you
need to apply paint safely and quickly to a variety of
surfaces like concrete, asphalt and grass,” said Katie
Whiting, Product Manager, Aerosols for Valspar. “Our
reformulated traffic, marking and line saving paints dry
to the touch in 15 minutes, resist all types of elements
and leave the markings in place for a very long time.”
For more information, call (866) 222-8714 or visit www.
valsparMRO.com.
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Fast, secure, easy-to-use web-based
construction management software
EADOC provides
the industry’s
first collaborative
construction
management
application to
connect architects,
engineers and
contractors
with their
clients. Project
participants can
securely exchange information electronically, minimizing
the cost and hassle of managing commercial and industrial
construction projects. EADOC’s software is used by
public agencies, construction management firms and
general contractors to integrate cost control functions
with document management on capital projects. Using
an Internet browser, users can access project information
from anywhere, even on a tablet computer at the job site.
EADOC’s unique pricing model means that efficiency,
not cost, increases as more users are added to the system.
Clients include East Bay Municipal Utility District, County
of Sonoma and Provo River Water Authority. For more
information, call (877) 305-3844 or visit
www.eadocsoftware.com.

DO TWO JOBS AT ONCE
by Consort
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Call Trimble at 1-888-728-2436,
visit www.weedseeker.com
or see your dealer

T
NO OR

Trimble Agriculture. The line everyone follows.

Eagle-Eye KC will catch the mistakes in your
most critical marketing tool: your website.
We bring you:
• 25+ years of proofreading and editing
experience
• An objective and thorough review of your
website content
• Low rates and fast service

CULVERT REHAB
Dig and replace
has been replaced.
www.proseal.us

Easier. Faster. Safer.

1-800-CULVERT
www.culvert-rehab.com

• Fast, easy, safe
sign post pulling
• Lightweight,
powerful all steel
construction
• Increase
efficiency &
reduce costs

Easy
Powerful
Affordable

Construction Accessories, Inc.
937.429.9089 • Bob@JackJaw.com
www.jackjaw.com

888.920.0380
www.PubWorks.com
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Energy • Federal
Transportation • Municipal
Higher Education
www.seacon.com
800.489.6689
HN_APWADir2011.qxp
11/5/2010 11:44 A

888-682-9010
sales@henkemfg.com
Clearing the Way for over 90 years

TTad1.12:Layout 1

1/10/12

7:25 AM

Page 1

Fleet Maintenance & Inventory
Management Software

John Bosman, AIA, ALA, LEED AP
(847) 395-6800
Public Works
Construction Management Specialists

Get your FREE
Trail Demo
NOW!
Call: 800.980.2555

or visit: www.fleet-maintenance.com
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Green is the new black.
Series 431 Perma-Shield ® PL is a high-performance,
ceramic-modified epoxy lining for ductile iron and
steel pipe. Formulated for the most aggressive sewer
environments, it offers advanced permeation, abrasion,
and chemical resistance. It can withstand 2500 psi
hydrocleaning and its light green color makes it easy to
inspect. To get the inside story, go to: Series431.com.
1- 8 0 0 -T N E M E C 1

A World Leader in Landscape Architecture
Landscape Architecture • Planning
Urban Design
www.swagroup.com

w w w.t n e m e c .c o m

101203 APWA Reporter BC 2-125Wx2-3125H.indd 1

12/3/10 5:01 PM

Engineering and
Construction
Services for
Municipalities

Phone: 816-333-9400
busdev@burnsmcd.com
Specializing in Snow Removal Equipment

Your ad could be here!

Call Amanda or Kristen at 800-800-0341
Ph: (815)673-4321 www.flinkco.com

DON’T MISS THIS CHANCE
...to advertise in the APWA Reporter’s
Sustainability issue!
Don’t miss this opportunity to advertise in the May issue, which will cover topics
such as retrofitting existing buildings using green design, developing green
transportation for Smart Growth, and low-impact development.
The deadline to reserve your space is April 6; the materials are due by April 9.
Bonus: Advertise and we’ll give you a free listing in our
“Products in the News” column!

Call Amanda or Kristen at (800) 800-0341.
    March 2012         APWA Reporter
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UPCOMING APWA EVENTS
International Public Works Congress & Exposition
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Sept. 18-21
Aug. 26-29
Aug. 25-28
Aug. 17-20
Aug. 30-Sept. 2

Denver, CO
Anaheim, CA
Chicago, IL
Toronto, ON
Phoenix, AZ

North American Snow Conference
2012
2013

Apr. 29-May 2
Apr. 7-10		

Milwaukee, WI
Charlotte, NC

For more information, contact Brenda Shaver at (800) 848-APWA or send
e-mail to bshaver@apwa.net.

For more information, contact Dana Priddy at (800) 848-APWA or send
e-mail to dpriddy@apwa.net.

National Public Works Week: May 20-26, 2012

MARCH

APRIL

6

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, “Self Assessment: A Checklist
for Improvement (Rebroadcast), www.apwa.net

3

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, “Clients and Consultants—
How to Work Together for the Best Possible Project”
(Rebroadcast), www.apwa.net

15

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, “Using Performance
Measurements to Cope with Layoffs” (Live), www.apwa.net

10

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, “Utility Coordination for
Municipal Capital Improvement Projects” (Rebroadcast),
www.apwa.net

26-27

2012 Missouri Concrete Conference, Rolla, Missouri, http://
concrete.mst.edu/

20

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, “The New AASHTO
Transportation Green Book” (Rebroadcast), www.apwa.net

27

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, “Liquid Usage in Winter
Maintenance” (Rebroadcast), www.apwa.net

29

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, “Case Studies on Building
Support for Flood Protection Projects” (Live),
www.apwa.net

Always the third full week in May. For more information, contact Jon
Dilley at (800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to jdilley@apwa.net.

29-5/2 APWA North American Snow Conference, The Show for
Snow, Milwaukee, WI, (800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

INDEX OF ADVERTISERS

When you contact an advertiser regarding a product, please tell them you saw their ad in the APWA Reporter. Thanks! – The Editor
Legend: IFC = Inside Front Cover; IBC = Inside Back Cover; BC = Back Cover

Burns & McDonnell, p. 59
www.burnsmcd.com

Everblades, p. 59
www.everblades.com

MJ Harden, p. 58
www.geoeye.com

SWA Group, p. 59, BC
www.swagroup.com

Camosy Construction, p. 58

Fleet Soft, p. 58
www.fleetsoft.com

Precision Concrete
Cutting, p. 58
www.SafeSidewalks.com

Tnemec Company, p. 59
www.tnemec.com

www.camosy.com
ClearSpan Fabric Structures, p. 9
www.ClearSpan.com/
ADAPWA
Consort Display Group, p. 57

Flink Co., p. 58
www.flinkco.com

Proseal Inc., p. 57
www.prosealks.com

GVM Snow Equipment,
p. 57
www.gvmsnow.com

PubWorks, p. 57
www.PubWorks.com

Transpo Industries, Inc.,
p. 59
www.transpo.com

Henke Manufacturing
Corp., p. 58
www.henkemfg.com

RHOMAR Industries, Inc.,
p. 7
www.rhomar.com

Trimble Navigation, p. 57
www.weedseeker.com

Kleinfelder/S E A Consultants, p. 58
www.seacon.com

Sensys Networks, Inc.,
p. 58
www.sensysnetworks.com

United Rotary Brush
Corp., p. 21
www.united-rotary.com

Legacy Building Solutions,
p. 5
www.legacybuildingsolutions.com

SnapTite, p. 57
www.culvert-rehab.com

Vaisala, Inc., p. 20
www.vaisala.com

www.consort.com
Construction Accessories,
Inc., p. 57
www.constructionaccessories.com
Custom Concrete Creations, p. 57
www.customconcretecreationsshop.com
Eagle-Eye KC, p. 57
www.eagle-eyekc.com
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Trackless Vehicles LTD,
p. 43
www.tracklessvehicles.com
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Stan Design Inc., p. 58
www.stanjacks.com
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The final question of any design:
How much planet is in your
plan?

B uffalo Bayou Promendade

There’s no shortage of concern for the health of the planet. But awareness will only

SWa provided urban planning and

take us so far. It takes something extra to break new ground–while re-claiming the

design for the transformation of
this neglected inner-city bayou in
Houston Texas. This award-winning

ground that’s already there.

landscape infrastructure project has

For more than five decades, SWA Group has set out to do just that–balancing the

resulted in 20 acres of new park

art of design with the demands of society and sustainability. And seeing its projects

land for the city.

earn over 600 design awards along the way. We’ve developed a collaborative
approach to planning and design that conveys the values and identity of our clients
while ensuring the needs of planet aren’t pushed to the side. Discover why SWA
Group is a world leader in landscape architecture at swagroup.com.
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